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Al, ys s if! a $2,000 budgeted for new saws was saved by 
a) -c. welding. Before any money was spent, the com- 

, a pany checked into the possibilities of welding. 

"i “ \ Saw-repair by welding was developed, and No ’ y, 
” : ~~ now saws with broken teeth, cracks or other 

Aw Lk 4 ie damage are restored at a fraction of the cost 
Jae "Cat Re /> - NM of new saws. 

i “BOBS “ SS Cis ee OF 

, ie doe a se Welding of the copper kettles used for boiling 
oo ae ro ‘ wax in chemical and dye manufacture has 

ea ° oe ... | become a regular routine that saves a chemical 
. : - hg ao i company many hundreds of dollars. After being 
f . ee te . eee in service for some time, the bottoms of these 

:. = x 2 oe | kettles become very thin. As the kettles have 
ok oe g eee / both an inner and outer shell, it was found best 
ot 8. oe | _ 4 Sto weld in two new bottoms. 

. &F Be | 4 eee iii ‘ eo 
i A . * be S = tA oe ee Welding was used by a midwestern creamery 
ps ye . r\ . ya a + aa a. to rebuild the teeth on a large gear. The gear 

Se : = ae % i ———— was worth $600, and the rebuilding work cost 
‘a — S = i ai a. x mee ____| __ less than $50. This one job alone far more than 
Beret 2 ees ae ne. ee paid for all necessary welding equipment. 

oe “ - ). 2.2...... a = . * 3 
oo - oF _ .. -— 2 Welding saves thousands of dollars each year 

: Nyaa . . . . for a large western railroad. Battered rail ends, 
WORN SCREW-CONVEYOR flights rebuilt by bronze-welding save replacement costs. caused by constant hammering of the car 

wheels at the joints, are rebuilt by welding. 

e The rail ends are welded in place without traffic 
Build U the worn down interruption. This saves taking up the rails, 

P eee sawing off the ends, redrilling and relaying. 
ee a . . 

Previous habits in the metals field reversed by new Welding is used to reclaim worn and broken 
Wd; . reamers from automobile shops. The reamers, 

welding technique which cost from $2.50 to $16 each, reclaimed 
by welding are as good as new, at an average 

NTILac ively st Hs, 1 E 1 : cost of 40 cents. Breakage and loss of teeth on 
l J -a comparatively short time ago, cedure. Factory tools and machinery are this type of tool are extremely high. The tooth 

when metal parts were worn below kept in shape through welding as one of _ bill in these shops has shown a healthy reduc- 
the limit of tolerance, they were dis- the surest ways to low-cost, profitable tm Since welding methods have been used. 
carded. Further cutting down could not — operation. Contractors and engineers rely * 7 * an 
make them fit the job again. This method — on welding to rebuild worn drill bits, In a wood-products mill, welding is used to 

: 2 z 7 rebuild the steel shafts in pulp grinders. These 
wasted both time and money. picks, shafting and wearing parts on shafts, originally a foot in diameter, wear rap- 

With the introduction of welding, this shovels and digging equipment. The list idly and continually at the collars holding the 
. . : : es : stone. A small amount of play makes it difficult 

picture has been entirely changed. It is of repairs made by welding is growing 4 keep the collars drawn up tight. Under these 

easy now to build up metal at low cost. rapidly. conditions, wear happens fast. Common prac- 
Parts. worn too small to be useful, can . . tice, before the advent of welding, was to 

pr WOKEN it ma £0 by use We A Friend in Need change the collars and bearing four to eight 
be returned to original size and shape. Welding is indeed a friend i aF times as the shaft wore down and was rema- 
By the oxy-acetylene welding process, eGR S MAEOEeS GREG i Bee Sor chined. When the shaft was too small, about 

new metal is put on where the old has examp le, when “works " b OLE done ‘on peeciaie SE es irre ioe 

been worn away. The original investment ME Contracts, IC 1S Of Vital Importance as soon as it wears. Many thousands of dollars 
may thus be salvaged by a small additional that ‘worn or damaged equipment can_ be in sey shafts, collars and bearings are saved 
investment in repair by welding. repaired quickly on the job. Suspension —_ annually. ee 4 

of operations until new parts could be ob- r , . WE bé exbecied j 
. of a & ‘omorrow’s engineers will be expected to 

Welding Means Low Coat Repairs tained would be fatal to speed and profit. know how to take advantage of this modern 
Welding has made rapid strides in the With welding, such interruptions are — metalworking process. Many valuable book- 
repair and rebuilding of worn parts. In prevented since machinery and equip- lets describing the oxy-acetylene process are 

; z : . 5 available without obligation. For further infor- 
every industry where metal is used and ment are kept continually in operating — mation write any Linde office. 
wear occurs, welding methods are saving trim. The scrap piles are kept at a low 

money. Oil-well drills can now be kept — ebb. Worn metal parts, from shovel dip- The Linde Air Products Company 
in cutting shape long after their normal __ per teeth to truck axles, are reclaimed by Unit af Untow: Garbide-and Carbon Corporation 
life span is past. Railroad shops repair — welding. It can be depended upon to give ow’ Cork a4 ‘sad Giri 
and rebuild worn parts of rolling stock satisfactory results in repair, maintenance ew ror In Canadas Sines 
and track by welding as a regular pro- and fabrication. Dominion Oxygen Company,Limited, Toronto 
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Prefabricated H a retabricated Houses be Pies | | 
eae oN oe ame Ask 
lio f ee ns a 
fll ere sey by L. J. MARKWARDT, e°12, C.E222 vag et A= a yea 
SOURS aiieiaay) RT 7 call 

/ ; aa ee Pe etsy gio 
Principal Engineer, Forest Products Laboratory* E Pd ae est. ae 

oe gl igo ‘fa i : 

Fic. 2—Complete all-wood prefabricated house 
erected in 21 hours by 7 men. 

S A United States government research organization found to be entirely feasible and practical. The system, 
engaged in improving the efficiency of the utiliza- which may be regarded as still in the development 

tion of wood and wood products, the Forest Prod- stage, has recently been extended as a demonstration 
ucts Laboratory in 1935 worked out a system of prefabri- of its flexibility to two-story houses with gable roof, dou- 

cated all-wood construction in line with modern structural ble-hung windows, and a conventional style of architec- 

research and modern wood fabrication. The system repre- ture. 

sents new methods of manufacture and assembly that have : 
: . : Unit Panels 

their greatest advantage under the industrial order of the 

present and future; it is not intended for general produc- The unit panels employed in the system are approxi- 

tion by ordinary carpentry in the traditional manner. mately four feet in width and up to 15 feet in length. 

The system is based on the use of standard units, sec- (Fig. 1) All panels utilize the “stressed covering” princi- 

tions, or panels that can be made most advantageously in ple, so successfully applied in aircraft construction to se- 

large quantities by factory methods and then assembled cure strength and lightness; that is, plywood sheets form- 

quickly and without waste on the site. Its ultimate success ing the panel faces are glued to both sides of the struc- 

will depend on close technical control in production, accu- tural framing and thus become a definite part of the load- 

rate dimensions of units, and efficient painting practice to ¢attying system instead of being an additional load on the 

supports as in ordinary nailed construction. In this way 

qe Th Ts the framing members can be materially lightened without 
1 i 6. ar ® segs : : 

Ys A fl: 4b Re any sacrifice of strength or rigidity. Joists, for instance, 
23 4 A F Es Se . 

MEE k A ‘¢ er] TEN have been reduced in height from the conventional 10 
Ze tA ; 4 . , aw tr oS eX | YA sSsy - inches to 6 inches. The 4-foot module was used because 

Hil SS t » RIA ] 5 ‘ i i i Ne SS XS LI Ns 1 BOT. \ commercial plywood is produced in this width, but the 

Yah) | « CH Kl bl & system is adaptable to any other module that it may be 
Wl » We A gn 5 : 
Ia te ‘ si Ntyg ae desirable to employ. 

St Ky A a : 
JEN : SQ , The outer wall panels, by utilizing effectively the 

CK Si. y strength of the exterior and the interior plywood, have 

we \ Fic. I—Interlocking wall, floor, and sufficient structural strength and good insulation proper- 
S x panel assembly, + 2 : 5 
QZ g HOO UREN ISSEY ties when made as thin as 1-7% inches, instead of the cus- 

Fic. 3—Sectioned perspective e- : A , * 
aan fealibrioutel all uaiod eu tomary wall thickness of 6 to 8 inches. This wall thickness 

insure lasting weather- , 

proof service. / 

In order to study the ak ‘ a) 

adaptability of the sys- _ a he gr ft 

tem and the manufactur- gg = — @ ak... 
: - : : S Ag 4 eT Ue , 
ing and assembling prob- [ag , Sole! . aK ae 

lems, the Laboratory My (ee <a “a HZ we 
. E =a a g wh a it) ee 

some time ago construct- Si 4 S aa 4 | i -| 4 Ea ied s ie 3 

ed a small one-story ball | i ieeey 3) 
ee " pee) j 

house of the modernistic RMA y ‘Te me Fk YN 
, ee ee Ya . ya ij 1 

type. The construction c ¥ 1 senile me | ] } a | 

s loyed Se = eg a system employe was SR a 

oy ao Pan a 
“Maintained at Madison, Wis. a 4 =e pa a 
by the U.S. Dept. of Agricul- 4 a . Pe pete ! ee 

ture, in cooperation with the 

University of Wisconsin. Fic. d—Frecting first-floor panels. Vic. 5—Erecting second-story panels. Fic. 6—Erecting attic panels. 
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SSA was used inthe house shown conditions canbe met. The 

fe in Figs. 2 and 3. By increas- use of standard factory- i ae Fy. . 
Aer S.. ing the wall thickness to made parts does not mean | be : 
Z : : . Z ‘ 3 K 4 

af A 2% inches it was possible to “standard” houses identi- 7 ae JA «/ Pp - 7 Silieg mao 
Zh AL accommodate especially de- cal in every part. Prefab- Se Siamese 
A Z a P. y YP 4 ee Co if i: 
D7 VM ‘F ALv W000 signed double-hung win-  ricated houses of widely 7 “ “A 7 

F- gesgstos + ~~ dows, different designs can be Tag Be Gee pad 
We a ay faire” f REE x 

/\V\ seerw000 | Secure but easy - fitting built with the arias stand- Petree k=, gy: 
KG See jones ace provided by wp. ard panels, provided a few Es 

ey right mullions. (Fig. 1) minor changes are made. ay 

hacks . . e: Industrialization of all- 
oe The mullions may be of the d housi ask. 

Fic. 8—Joint connections for type with double grooves ein weatiae fee if Fic. 7—Laying a hardwood floor. 
pitched roof. Fig. 1 We theed stitute prefabricated wall, T.shuped hurdwood strips hold the 

: (Fig. 1) to receive the edges floor, and roof panels of prefabricated squares solidly to the 

of the inner and outer plywood, thus forming a bat- wood for the rough mate- panel subfloor. 

ten effect on the inner and outer walls; or the mullion may rials, timbers, sheathing, siding, rafters, lath and plaster. 
be designed to omit the batten effect on the inner wall. . 
In the latter, the mullion at the junction of the two panels Pitched Roofs 

extends from the unexposed face of the interior plywood Houses with pitched roofs as well as flat roofs can be 

to 7% inch beyond the outer face. Consequently no part constructed with the type of panels employed by the For- 

of the mullion extends into the room and hence the edges est Products Laboratory. Fig. 8 illustrates a suggested 

of the inner plywood sheets are adjacent to each other. joint between the roof and attic floor panels. This joint 

The edges of the panels may be consists essentially of a triangular 

rounded to improve the attractiveness ; Z \" SN strip “A” approximately 2 by 3 by 32 
ay wooo, </ ‘ SS Lnvioos : ‘ : 

of the rooms. A \ Se" inches in cross section securely nailed to 
All panels are insulated; the wall, ZA WISN “the top story ceiling panel, and a tri- 

coof and lower floor panels primarily “( LE Sf eurwooo’ Su Sy angular strip “B” approximately 2 by 2 

against heat and cold, and the parti- LE SX by 2% inches in cross section securely 

tions and floor panels between stories nailed to the roof panel. After the roof 
‘ 5 =e 9a i ’ i : 

against sound. All necessary electrical Pic. 9 Oni panels at panels are assembled, strip “B” bearing 

wiring and outlets for servicing the against strip “A” keeps the roof panels 

house are built into the units. The entire system is being firmly in place. When the erection is completed strip 

developed with a view to quick and ready assembly on the “B” js nailed to strip “A” to prevent the roof from be- 

site. (Figs. 4, 5, and 6.) ing lifted by heavy winds. The connection at the roof Th g y y 

e upper surface of the floor panel may be used as a__ board is of the conventional type as illustrated in Fig. 9. 

wearing surface if desired, and to impr iceabili : 
8 ; i IMPEONE; SEVICEADERY The thrust exerted by the roof loads must be resisted 

the upper layer of veneer in this panel may be made of a : 
h B 3 j » through the floor panels. Since the panels are not con- 
ardwood. If additional expense is acceptable, prefabri- f li : 

cated finshed Aor may be Idd ow the top of the fase tinuous from roof line to roof line, but extend only from 

panels. The small pieces of which they are made are fac: roof line to a bearing partition, it is necessary to have 

tory-produced and assembled on 4-foot squares of ply- 2 te between the panels. Splines are used between all 

wood, so that all that re- panels to cause them to deflect together under load. 

/ : mains to be done on the Through adequate nailing these same splines are utilized 

/ ! ; site is to lay them in to obtain the 

: ’ place and secure them to proper tie in the has Vi wg'e id i Pies ‘lbh 

; . ; @ the floor panels by means _ direction of the Oey re ioe Fe 

E | oo of the parting strips thrust. The M%& ee e 8 
SSeS 5 : ee il con, ap ee which surround each splines extend 2 Oy Wee See || Ka 
ae : + : Cie SU) aed tiki Sad : Vi : 
AN square. (Fig. 7.) inch into the My AN p ities ie ot 

ee — Flexibility of Design floor panel joists By Hi MEH ane 

SS = ed The fact that the sys- and are 1% in ae 95) ae pel |e mF 4 
regia a tem utilizes standard ches high. oe — a ee Ks Pe fs “ . arte ti Y 

i. fe parts does not mean that Two-Story ’ ces pera tity J LE aes 
We cw Tg 

® any two houses so built Houses a a 
Cn] ae ‘ ‘ P I fab = — =. ? 

i must be identical in de- n pretab- ° 

Fic. 10—Portions of first-story wall Si8M and appearance. By ticated houses Bo, Predicts dang 4 sine heute 
pial, floor panel and. secondtory 1 wee Re Wk B ging * heveisade *? oying Forest Prod ‘ucts Laboratory system of 

wall panel, which are slightly sepa- . ; é : prejabvication. This home is not on the market 
rated to show how purts fit together. Various units, different cided tendency today, nor have floor plans been made for it. 
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coward one-story homes. It is, however, both practical the plywood faces beyond the edges of the framework 
and feasible to erect two-story houses with prefabricated 11% inches forming a groove 1/4 by 134 inches. A strip 
panels as constructed by the Forest Products Laboratory. which will exactly fit this groove is nailed to the top and 
A connection between the first and second stories at the the bottom of the floor panel along its outer end, and the 

outside wall is shown in Fig. 10. This figure includes por- wall panels fitted over these strips as shown in Fig. 10. 
tions of the wall of the first floor, the floor panel between Fig. 11 is an architect’s drawing of a small house em- 

the first and second stories and a portion of the wall of  ploying the Forest Products Laboratory system of prefab- 
the second floor. In this illustration the several parts are ication. No floor plans have been made nor are contem- 
slightly separated. plated. 

Essentially the construction resembles the platform type Neither this house as shown nor any other like it is on 

of conventional frame construction in that the second-story the market today. It is an illustration of a logical next 

floor panel rests upon the first story wall panels and the development in the nation-wide housing movement, and it 
second-story wall panels are placed directly on top of the indicates possibilities which industrialized wood fabrica- 
floor panels. The wall panels are grooved by extending tion has to offer in economical and efficient home building. 

e 

The Industrial Laboratory 
by WALTER LIEDKE, ch’39 

Mustrations courtesy J. 1. Case Company 

HAT is really done in a commercial laboratory is author’s fortune to be employed for the past summer in 
\ a mystery to most people. The word laboratory the laboratory of the J. I. Case Company of Racine, Wis- 

brings to the mind of the uninformed a picture of  consin. It is the purpose of this article to bring to light 
boiling retorts, smoking solutions, and fancy, flashing elec- the work done in a commercial laboratory and also stress 
trical devices. These impressions are largely gained from the importance of the laboratory in industry. 
the movies, fiction, and advertisements. It has been the The company publishes a series of specifications in pam- 

phlet form. Leather and rubber belting, E : - a re 9 = = = steel, bearing metal, brass, bronze, paint, 
a , 4 oe fe rr —— and paint materials are all bought on 

: . ae = oe — | | : io a. ay specification in terms of physical or chem- 
4 : ; ih “Te Lo . 4 i fa se ical analysis or both. As each shipment 

: ‘ q ire l Ci — o £ ed - a of material arrives at the factory, a rep- 
_ a il | of ae) -~ \: gN fe . resentative sample is chosen and analyzed 
| : | 4 pais | Al bah , : , ie aS properly. This process of taking a rep- 
. & | | I It 1 cs i a i resentative sample is an art in itself, and 

i> , i y | i | . ak a 1 ) if the sampling is not done properly, the 
el fl al of : i I] as ys ipe d resultant analysis is meaningless. If the 
ee | % ta ee | 0 | QF... <| material fails to come up to the standards 
a | a so * _ } , “ma “Slag set by the specifications, the material is 
ao oe er ue ee rejected. It can readily be seen that care- 

ree re | ae ae vs i ful purchasing in this manner saves the 
on ee Vk fe) | business thousands of dollars monthly. 

ya if Ne Ss Specifications are also set up for the 
if | sa Z a9 various parts manufactured by the com- 

) A / pany. Parts which do not fall within the 
a ; limits of the specification are not allowed 

| to leave the factory. The determination 
3 a \ as to whether a piece can leave the fac- 

{ ‘ tory or not can only be done by the labo- 
. : , ratory with an expert engineer at its head. 

2 The laboratory thus guarantees an excel- 
Finding the transverse strength of the metal. lent, uniform product which gives the 
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buyer satisfaction and the product a good reputation. _ Tr era 

‘ “4 ee = ie CY 
The Case laboratory is split into two divisions; namely, y Wisse hd a 5 

a physical laboratory and a chemical laboratory. What is ' _ wee 4 | 

the difference between the two? Recalling from chemis- 3 — eens 

try the definitions of a physical change and a chemical 

change, the differentiation is plain. In a physical labora- ( j 
tory during the process of the test that is made the mate- j 9a 2 q 
rial changes shape or size, while in the chemical laboratory ] ly Pp s/ A ’ 11 

some new substance is formed during the course of the & Ke —“ " i 

test. Both of these laboratories are mutually bound close- ‘ ‘| Ae Ph 3 _ we 2 

ly together, the material tested usually passing from the la | ie 2 2 ’ ey 

physical laboratory to the chemical laboratory. og j | 7 e é 

Since most of the material tested begins in the physical { E Mee a rae 

laboratory, tests made in this laboratory will be dealt with A ee meal " " 

first. Iron test bars from both the cupola and furnace are : im = vw. Ba SN 
received daily. These bars, which are 13% inches long and : & : ua _ © \ 

one square inch in cross section, are first put into a special q 4 ha : ie 

micrometer which measures the amount that the metal has 3 a A yp se er 

shrunk in passing from the molten to the solid condition. oe a ow 
Next the bar is placed on a testing machine. This testing t Ll 2 I . a. 
machine is similar to weighing scales of large capacity, | i cal eo. eset’ rs 
based on the principle of the lever. The bar is supported A \ WEN aah “ \: e 
at each end and a load is gradually applied to the center f. ——w =o ms 

of the bar until it breaks. This type of test gives a meas- _ \ ee | 
ure of the transverse strength of the metal. The deflec- ‘ ve yl 
tion of the point just below the load is a measure of the “ail — 

ductility and flexibility of the iron. The specification for Biaiell d6st: 
this tranverse unit stress is from 2,700 to 3,100 pounds per . : soe 

: : : upon the relative proportions of each of the quantitatively 

equate Tichoaite defection Som Ole fo il? af an. inh determined elements. The other broken half of the bar 
One of the broken pieces of the bar is then drilled at the is ground smooth at the broken. end. and on a side just 

broken end and the borings sent to the chemical labora- adjacent to the broken end. These smooth surfaces are 
tory where quantitative determinations are made of silicon, then Brinelled at a specified position. The Brinell test 

manganese, sulphur, combined carbon, and graphitic car- consists of pressing a hardened steel ball into the object 

bon. These substances present in the iron are determined to be tested by means of a fixed load. This load on the 

by standard gravimetric, volumetric, and colorimetric ball causes an indentation in the metal, the larger the in- 

methods. The physical properties are sharply dependent dentation the softer the metal. The diameter of this in- 

dentation is read with a simple microscope which has a 
ce ea CS millimeter scale graduated on glass which can be seen 

Po i ae through the eyepiece. If the number of kilograms making 

ee Hl | A up the load be divided by the area of spherical surface of 
coe | : a the impression expressed in square millimeters, a number 

2 q : i is obtained expressing the pressure per square millimeter 

i > if / i ) of ball impression. This number is, therefore, the unit 

oe, 1 / i a stress applied to the metal. A standard ball with a diame- 
\ w | ae eee ter of 10 millimeters and a load of 3,000 kilograms are 

_< y t ro a. used to make comparison possible. 
/ ios — Other means of determining the hardness of a material 

| an : can be made with a scleroscope and Rockwell machine. 

. 6 ee These machines are used for work which is too small for 

/ od 2 the Brinell machine. One great advantage of the sclero- 
Bee ae ~ scope and Rockwell machines is their portability; they may 

ao | a a : easily be carried about the shop. The scleroscope test 

bec ae * consists essentially of allowing a small diamond pointed 

oe P —— | : hammer drop from a fixed height onto the polished sur- 

ef my } ba o face of the metal to be tested. The height of rebound of 

— a bey ores the hammer is a measure of the hardness of the metal. 

wl — The height of rebound is observed on a centimeter scale 

Drop test. adjacent to the chamber in which the hammer is confined. 
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SS — <i“ —<— In case of some serious trouble with a ferrous metal the 
‘ccc siting 7. ae a photomicrograph is used. A small piece of the metal is 

a oF ic 22 ye Cs . a a aan poad IT ee: Werte ground and polished with various grades of emery cloth 

f / ” 3 , Ss and then whiting and finally rouge. The polished speci- 
ona eet a 1 . . . os : : : 

» a yl 7 r] ie a Ve men is then etched in a solution of 5°% nitric acid to 95% 
= ' 2}: u ' oeyik q : : i \ deme be et I =| fa) lan alcohol. The piece is then placed under the micro- lan A Wil F Li i i mere, . . 
ae Eq). (gealaoeliiememm Wasa Jae scope. The expert observer can readily see the crystalline 
oy mm = ft) sf beg z ; _ a YW ee Se ae om ie cea structure of the steel or iron and thus gain valuable in- 
as i ee EY iad ‘ ‘ a 3 > 

a ae "| u \ ay : formation which can be used in correcting the disorder. 
: #1 — ‘ s i | | ee | Standard methods are used for testing gasoline and oil. — | | i i a: : 
ae : | ‘ ail |. For oil the degrees Baume (measured on a hydrometer ‘i ! yy. g y 
—_ a - jt | | [ai : with a linear scale), specific gravity, viscosity, and the 

— flash and fire points are obtained. The viscosity is meas- 

The chemical laboratory. ured with a viscosimeter. This test consists of finding the 

time required for a certain volume of oil to flow through a 

The Rockwell machine records the depth of penetration of standard orifice at a specific temperature. The flash point 

a special tool. is determined by heating the oil in a small metal cup with 

It has been found from past experience that cylinder 4 thermometer immersed in the oil and placing a small 
teeth, which are used in threshing machines, must be heat flame repeatedly over the surface of the oil. The temper- 

treated very carefully. A strict specification must also be ature at which a flame shoots across the surface of the 

placed upon the steel used for the teeth. If these precau- oil and goes out is known as the flash point. The tempera- 
tions ate not observed, the teeth have been found to break ture at which the oil catches fire is known as the fire point. 

easily or wear excessively. The laboratory determines the Knowledge of where these two points lie is of use when 

quality of the finished tooth. Daily one of the men in the oil is used for Diesel engines. For gasoline the amount 

the laboratory goes to the heat treat department and takes that condenses during distillation over a given time inter- 

10 cylinder teeth from the heat treat machine. The teeth yal is noted. The amount of residue left, which consists 

are brought back to the laboratory and each tooth is chiefly of gum, is also of importance. 

ground smooth and Brinelled in the same spot. Next the For each test that is run a printed form is filled out, and 
: > 

drop test is applied to three of the teeth which vary in copy is sent around the plant to various men who are 

hardness as shown by the Brinell test. The drop test con- directly concerned with the results of the test. 

sists of supporting the tooth at each end in a special die , a4 y 
3 . , During these days of close competition every possible 

and dropping a weight of 27 pounds from a height of 5 
: ‘ means must be taken to save and still turn out the best 

six feet onto the middle of the tooth. At every odd blow : : : 
. . product. A laboratory is a means to this end. During 

the tooth is turned over. The machine used for the drop se ” 
. : apo . the lean years the cry is “Cut the overhead.” The cost of 

test is somewhat like a guillotine in appearance, the weight ; 5 
: . : ©. operating a laboratory should very definitely not be con- 

dropping along vertical ways. For a specified tooth a mini- ; 3 ete 3 
a sidered an overhead, but an irreplaceable link in produc- 

mum number of blows are required before breaking if the : 5 esas pees oped 
. P tion. During the past depression it will be observed that 

teeth are acceptable. This test measures the ductility of : : : . 
: a . the companies which have sunk more money in their labo- 

the teeth and their ability to withstand sudden shock. es “ 
: : ratories instead of cutting down on laboratory costs have 

At various times gears, pipes, wooden staves, sheet metal been the most progressive and profitable companies. 

plates, and other objects come into the laboratory to be 

tested. Special setups on the machines are then necessary 

to obtain a significant test. Seven Mistakes of Life 

At frequent intervals samples of rubber belting and rub- 

ber ply pulley covering must be tested. The leather and 1. The delusion that individual advancement is made 

rubber pulley covering are cut to a uniform size using a by crushing others down. 

standard die as a pattern. These standard pieces are then 2. The tendency to worry about things that cannot be 

placed in a special testing machine which grips the pieces changed or corrected. 

at the ends and pulls in opposite directions. The force at 3. Insisting that a thing is impossible because we our- 
the breaking point is observed. For rubber material the selves cannot accomplish it. 

stretch for a specified increment in load before breaking : : 
: ‘ 4. Attempting to compel other persons to believe and 

occurs, over a two inch gage length is also measured. For  ,. 
° ; . live as we do. 

ply materials the force required to pull the center plies lecting devel d ref £ the mind 
apart also is recorded. 5. Neg! ecting fae ib oF ve ie fee i of the mini 

: : re. Weekly a representative sample of coal is tested for by not acquiring the habit of reading fine literature 
moisture, sulphur, ash, volatile matter, fixed carbon, and 6. Refusing to set aside trivial preferences, in order that 

the heating value (B.T.U.’s). The amount of money paid important things may be accomplished. 

by the company for a ton of coal is based directly upon 7. The failure to establish the habit of saving money. 

the analysis obtained from the laboratory. —Anonymous 
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shying from air ham- 

mers, eyeing girl oper- . 
ators, consuming 433 as noe — 
innumerable candy i Jud iM adl “ i 

. . bars, then cleaning up I OEE | iy Bs nanonn 

Inspection Trips terspecetden 1 aio Rly ing off to the “Gay. _ ee jaa h pM ne 
ety” or “Rialto.” Pe Gees bi salt * 4 

by ENGIN EARS Unfortunately, most MY i a * iain 
of the really interest- 4 t Ls a. } 
ing parts of the trip g < / 

NCE MORE the denizens of Milwaukee and its sub- pan be painted! | : ° of which added a few Mg O urbs, Kenosha and Chicago, are taking down the gray alse te abe = Ps ait 
storm shutters and emerging from cyclone cellars heads of oz chaner: : | Lf 

with sighs of relief. For the annual inspection trips of per ag ae 8 . . on-professors. To sat- 9 3 the junior engineers are over and the events of April 14th isf : | . aes bia . y a universal curi 
through 17th are history. osity, it is certified thar Pogue and Westerman had to help. 

On April 14th the entire third year groups of Electri- none of the faculty escorts were seen at either of the 
cals and Mechanicals were let off the reservation, SUP above mentioned burlesque houses, and they seem to have 
posedly to obtain a speaking acquaintance with power good alibis for their evenings. Professor McNaul went to : stations, assembly lines, production layouts, electrical con- town on all the candy vending machines along the line, 
trol systems, and heavy machinery as produced and oper- trying to corner the chocolate bar supply. Professor Wat- 
ated at Allis-Chalmers, Nash, A. O. Smith, Falk, Lakeside, son developed considerable skill at ducking traveling and other Milwaukee industrial units. Simultaneously, the crane buckets, but Professor Kelso, besides getting lost 
Civils were turned loose on an unsuspecting Chicago for continually, had considerable trouble deciding whether to 
the purpose of gaping at the wonders of Sewage systems, Wear or carry his rubbers from building to building. And and soaking up some professional inspiration from an as- speaking of getting lost, Larry Meyer wins the tissue 
sortment of highway and bridge projects. paper dog leash for the most times lost per plant. The 

These objectives were duly accomplished. It is perhaps Mechanicals claim that their Allis-Chalmers guide called 
trite but still true to state that, with few exceptions, the them the best behaved gang that he'd ever wet nursed 
plants visited and processes inspected were both instruc- around the place—but others doubt that tale. About a 
tive and thought provoking. Hand picked for this reason, third of these boys “forgot” to show up at Riverside. 
they were working illustrations of the application of engi- Souvenir lifting proved best at American Brass—Bob 
neering principles, organization and perspective. From the Dansfield claiming that he intended to melt his collection 
ingenious lay-out features and intricate timing of the as- all down for a brass bar rail (he had plenty). Collections 
sembly lines of A. O. Smith and Nash to the massiveness dropped off as pockets grew heavy and feet sore. What 
and adaptability of the Falk and Allis-Chalmers equip- the Civils did all week remains a mystery. It doesn’t seem 
ment, the trip was invaluable in opening student eyes to likely that they behaved themselves but that is the only 
practical application of things they are apt to classify as possible conclusion. Fred Alexander did sound off in the 
mere class-room ritual. bus, referring to a passerby, “I hate guys with mustaches,” 

Not that these reflections at all dampened the ardor of and then discovered three instructors wearing just that 
the “inspectors.” The stamina of the true Engineer was sort of accessory seated around him. Which isn’t very 
reflected in the way they scampered from one point of good apple polishing. For further information on the 
interest to another all day, pockets loaded with souvenir trips, see Willard Hanson, who took enough notes to 
rivets, ball bearings, auto and radio parts, ducking cranes, write a text... and probably will. 

a | ae ow ey sg APR ama jij! eS ae ea Hee ale iC | fh ~ % Sia \ —» Ls nm 7 ke iad ae le OTR mat 1 RY. Lt Pe vo 
3 yee Ux \ 24 ya) ad 

, 7 i; at! Y ) > ¥ g LY, af 
aes a at Fore pe ee 

Scenes with the electrical juniors. 
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DRAWING [seo — wt 

ASL INS 

CONTEST “IO Ex we. "ng 

OR, we } Mh a ott alge 

lara i ? é EO hier 

by PAUL M. KETCHUM, e738 . Seg lt 

GROUP 12-PROB NG (Ds [4S eet 
Goer An honctre sews it Ay SS 8 . Mecer theworg ter tere a ny gs gt! 
aly hol WHE ray 

LOSING just before spring vacation, the fourth we ont nrg" owner ~  N 

annual Wisconsin Engineer drawing contest for mh | col 

freshmen, sponsored by Alpha Tau Sigma, national _— Las LY ay 
‘ a x z 3 SUN L Ag NS 

honorary engineering journalism fraternity, wound up wN eo GA 
with about five times as many entries as were ever received ' Ph 

before. The winners with their respective instructors are: _ pe “me 
First—Doxatn $. De Muvex, m0... Jedeka They started from this isometric drawing. 
Sccond—Jounx M. Rowsuck, cht0. 2. . Shiels 
Third—Can. E. Provr, WA0 . 6 6. ee Poot Judges were Messrs. J. W. McNaul, W. S. Cottingham, 

Honorable Mention + “ 
BORG Le RRR HUW cw Jeatelea and R. W. Fowler. We wish to express our sincere appre- 

Lroxarp E. Broerc, nvd0 0... . Worseneroft ciation for the effort they spent. 
Jous A. Brarrexy, m0. 2... Jedeka ; wey 3 5 : : : . 
BERTRAND J. MasLisg, CKO... ce. Beot With brief inspection, the isometric drawing may look 

To encourage all freshmen enrolled in the first year rather simple, but when it comes to deciding what views 

drawing class to enter the competition, the drawing de- and scale to use, several difficulties arise. The winner’s 

partment gave an isometric drawing of a turret lathe interpretation is shown below—lack of space prevented the 

clamping lever—reproduced above—as a required prob- use of any of the others. 

lem. The men were to make a complete working pencil Through the courtesy of three State Street merchants, 

mechanical drawing and an ink tracing. If they so de- we were able to award material prizes for the first three 

sired, they were to enter the pencil drawing and tracing places. The awards are: 
in the contest—and a good percentage of them did. The First—One Kodak Bantam Camera, or $5.00 in trade, 

5 ld : 2 : donated by Photocraft, 670 State Street. 

tracing and pencil drawing were judged as a unit, on the Second—One Automatic Pencil, donated by Rider's Pen 
basis of technique and theory, accuracy, lettering, and Shop, 605 State Street. : 

. he Sec ki . ify Third—$1.50 in trade at the Netherwood Printing 
neatness, the first receiving the greatest weight. Company, 519 State Street. 

The manner in which 

these merchants sup- 

port engineering activi- 

ties is greatly appreci- 

t— Se ated. 4 : 
97 ; ri |\ ES bif{ Keynay Next year, Alpha 

DP = ly /- Tau Sigma, in addition 
A) Sara @) WA : h . 
G === to sponsoring the Wis- 

~L {4 i Pw J) consin Engineer draw- 
kw Wy \ 7 SY 2u125 : - % goatee A 7 ; Drill f 4 Bore F558 ing contest again, is 

| 2 : 
\| FeV - LLobore-<Deep | planning to sponsor a 

\ At : F-6-we-2-JDeep | contest for the best stu- 
\ % 3 

- D i | dent written article sub- 

[ eal og a a mitted for publication 

Séétion ki f Deep me Lp aig? in this magazine. The ——_ . _ brittf : 
ie Wyk r y t Le ‘ article ought to be short 

_ y YY MSA, —about 2,000 words in Lp YY - i es 
ss TzZzzw/= length—and should be 

: ofuena_ (aa t accompanied by pic- 
=a) i i 

Polish One Reqd~ Cost Steel a eo tures if possible. Full 
J Fill Rounds D° Dr 111236)-$ 0 pI Spee 3 : ‘ Fillets & Rounds Bball 236)-4 Deep fe. of | gland details will be given 

\ next fall. We will ap- 

preciate an indication 

UNWERSITY OF wisconsin. | TURRET CLAMPING LEVER [8,07 susp pewuncx of the number who will 
te a/b/s7 Te $m orawing No ocsemrve com. | N@4 HEXAGON TURRET LATHE | pene’ arene er bei Gitetested fA soine= 

The winning drawing. thing of this sort. 
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bet Name | 

Civils Chemicals Fondue; and is working for his doctor’s 
, . : legree. 

_ BUSH: “WIECTAM ‘Teg °3 5, i) Apeil BEACH, CHARLES M., °35, is with NOVOTNY, GLENN, ’32, is working 
joined the engineering ref of the ie the Marinette and Menominee Paper in the Lithographing department of the 

et in hae ae a Co., of Marinette, Wis. American Can Company, Chicago, III. 
been assigned to work at Virginia, Minn. BONE! Wi , SKOGSTROM, D. E P 

CLARK, CHARLES ©., ’34, on April ) WINSTON W., '34, has a _ KOC » D. E., ex’35, has a po- 
12, joined th : : € of ch new position as industrial chemist with sition with the Nuts and Locks Co., Rock- 

ee working in the laboratory of this large A number of chemical engineering 

CULLINANE, JOHN E., 29, was paper and heavy chemical manufactur- graduates of Wisconsin are employed at 
nerve on Ape 20 a Eve Irwin of ihe: COneEHA. the South Chicago Works of the Carne- 

aupun, a graduate of the nurses’ train- tee: . “Thinoj 
ing school of the Madison General Hos- BUHMAN, BRUCE J., '36, is working Es no peel womipapy, ho panes 
pital, Johnny is engaged in contracting for the Marathon Chemical Co. at Roths- _R. A. Parson °35, R. W. Ritchie °36, 
in Madison. child, Wis. This company is doing work i; UM Bmipwick 35, e Bi Palen 3s 

5 P on the Howard Process for treating waste 2 ACC! report that the boom the 
MEDRANIS: RAYMOND C., °30, is galphite cliques ftom: paper-mills: steel industry is experiencing has made 

a wholesale dealer in poultry in Milwau- their laboratory a very busy place. 
kee under the firm name of Fiebrantz CROSSETT, JOHN, 736, recently ob- 
Commission Corp. tained a positon as assistant metallurgist ° 

OHNSON, A. PAGE, ’ - at the shops of the Chicago, Milwaukee, : 

aoe 4 in the April AGE 22) a8: ce St. Paul and Pacific Railroad, Milwaukee, sore electricals ‘ee, tonweit 
: 5 ct Wis. a ey , formerly 

ran for city commission at Fond du Lac. . s 

As a result of the defeat, he is now out with A. ©. Smith Corp., now has a posi- : ; ° ie s as . tion with Allen-Bradley Co., Milwaukee. 
as city engineer, which position he had Ce ey RO Be hac Bt aS SPORES ER” aj ; . . 
successfully filled for two years. ue ROR rie es io SPF Pipi bk So c §: Clon tn PETERS, HERBERT H., ’24, has been i the Western Electric On icago, Ill. 

appointed county highway commissioner Re ee eee St LOEWE, ROBERT, °30, was recently 
for Ozaukee county. In addition to serv- Ne Saat PF ce Rhy recalled to work by the Westinghouse 

ing in the state and county highway de- NCO eae: aa Electric and Manufacturing Co., Sharon, 
partment, Mr. Peters is the surveyor of a. ae eo ty ‘ ae ee Bey Pa. 
the cities of Port Washington and Cedar- a Les OG ee TUSLER, STANLEY R., °35, is em- 
burg. be Hy ey Pes ey a ployed by the Naylor Pipe Co., Chicago, 

, ae VB es SOP me PON ahd . STANCHFIELD, GEORGE H., ’92, AN ape ee 
has been with the WPA at Green Bay oN Wes Waele ese TUTTLE, L. H. °34, is now connected 
since last fall. niga Vy NY Oe with the Western Electric Co., Chicago, 
WHITESIDE, JAMES M., ’26, visited atid, a me Wh BN. UL. 

the college on April 13. He received the Renae bd ie fey * 
degree of J.D. in law from De Paul Uni- | o cw TE ae aise / Mechanical: 
versity in 1930. He married Ruth Nor- He ee i ny Th vie ecnanicals 
ris of Chicago, a De Paul graduate, and oe ees au ay ¥ AN GUNTHER, LAWRENCE, °36, has 
they have one son, Robert, born Novem- bl bY oe. ae 1 left the Berlin Chapman Co. to join the 
ber 8, 1931. Whiteside practiced law un- | hide | ' ' | engineering research department of the 
til December 1, 1936, when he became a A HT il lL yt Norge Co., Detroit. 
sales representative for the Bigelow-Lip- i) i FLSA a nd a) KRON, JERALD D., ’33, MS. °34, is 
tak Corp. of Chicago. Ye Sea in charge of all design at Leick Observa- 
WICKESBURG, ALFRED W., ’31, is Sig tre: tn eee tory in California. 

an engineer with Greeley and Hansen, Ee eee 4 e 
consulting engineers in Chicago. Early ee ee : : 
in March he was transferred to Buffalo Eee Sere oe Miners and Metallurgists 
where work will begin on a large sewage pi pant iat Sian BEECHEL, GRAYDON R., ’36, has 
treatment plant. . been made mining geologist for the 
WINZENBURG, ERWIN H., ’26, is ELLIOTT, GEORGE C., °36, is also Mountain City Copper Co. at Mountain 

an engineer in the U. S. Engineer's of- with the Marathon Chemical Co., Roths- City, Nev. Beechel has been a sampler 
fice at Chicago. child, Wis. for this company for the past year. 

WINZENBURG, HENRY E., ’26, is HOUGEN, JOEL O., ’36, is employed PETERS, ADOLPH, M.S. 735, has 
engineer with the Chicago Park Board on in the Research and Development de- also secured a position with the Smith 
the construction of the Outer Drive partment of the Pan-American Refining Steel Casting Co. as a metallurgist. 

bridge and approaches. He and his twin Corp. of Texas City, Tex. SCHAPER, RALPH, M.S. ’37, is pro- 
brother, Erwin, live together at 30 W. MACK, D. J., °31, M.S. ’32, recently duction metallurgist for the Smith Steel 

Chicago Ave. stopped at Madison for a brief visit after Casting Co. of Milwaukee. 
SHORY, E. R., °35, who has been in conducting an inspection trip in the Chi- SMYTHE, W. O., ’35, M.S. ’37, has 

training with the Shell Petroleum Corp. cago area for a group of Purdue stu- joined the Smith Steel Casting Co. as 
in the Kansas district, has been transfer- dents. During the current school year, sales engineer. Smythe has been metal- 
red to the Tulsa office of that corpora- he holds a graduate assistantship in the lurgist for the Ladish Drop Forge Co., 
tion. Chemical Engineering department at Milwaukee. 
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NYA PROJECTS time to come. JOBS FOR CIVIL 
The fellows working on NYA jobs ’Way out there in the Mining GRADUATES 

in the mechanics department are be- Building we find the miners em- Forty-one civil engineers will be 
coming well acquainted with the ployed by the NYA busy cataloging graduated between January and the 
business end of a shovel. As a mat- metals, preparing specimens for end of summer session this year. 

ee ter of fact, classroom work, and making cellu- These men are facing an employ- 
ce (ee aeie) none of loid models of equilibrium systems. ment situation 
PA To excuse IME /] the jobs Three of the men are working on a as bad as or oo SRE 

rine AY “7 with NYA map of the service lines in the build- worse than cet ean # 

we w¥1 in the en- ing, which have been under investi- that of 1934, aa 
Has a, gineer- gation now for two years. These in- which was the HERE & c} 
Sid ing depart- clude the electric light lines, the worst year the RY 

SP Pi Jee ment seem steam lines, hot and cold water, and civils have 

THis ere to be the telephone lines. A good deal of faced so far. __f s- 
— soft snap drafting is also being done of flow Within recent Jf 

most of the world thinks they are. chute charts and comparison charts. weeks many i Wi: 
The boys are putting in real back- e civil en- — 

breaking labor shoveling sand, FACULTY CUTS UP gineers have been thrown out of 

gravel, and cement as well as run- With Dean, Taenesuve ae the work by the termination of the ac- 

ning internal and external vibrators, guest of honor, the engineering fac- tivities of WPA. These men swell, 

hand mixing and hand placing con- ulty let loose for an hour and a half to abnormal proportions, the ranks 
crete, and measuring absorption, ex- last April 7 and managed to have of those who are looking for jobs. 
pansion, and strength determina- one hilarious: WPA is being liquidated on the the- 
tions in connection with the various ww, 7 ly good time ory that industry has now become 
projects under way. / wo at the largest active enough to absorb the men 

Started under CWA and contin- meeting now on_ government - supported 
ued with NYA assistance is the in- of Pentagon work. The theory, however, does 

vestigation of mortars for rein- not apply to civil engineers, who 

forced brick masonry. Progress > ever held.An find their field of employment usu- 
along this line was considered im- S a Et 262m. pe ally in construction work. The job 
portant enough to warrant publica- to break away situation in the immediate future is 
tion of a report which was read at from the traditional dinner-dance not a rosy one; but the abnormal 

the annual meeting of the American was made, and from all reports, the features are not expected to be per- 
Society for Testing Materials in break was complete. Dean Turnea- manent. The men who are well- 
1935. Tests which the fellows are BES) ave @ talk on “Deaning,” a equipped, energetic, and fortunate 
making include tensile bond, shear magician entertained the guests, and will find themselves in the money. 
bond, suction rate, strength and ex- then the fun began with the stunts. e 

2° ? ? An obviously set up affair was the MORE JOBS FOR THE 
ee The study of vibrated. coneretes tall story contest in which the Dean GRADUATES 

also helps to keep the boys in con- copped first place with “Danny” With the possible exception of 
dition, for it is here that there is Mead and freshman dean, A. V. the civils, this year seems to mark 
lent , of work mixing and placing Millar, taking second and third the beginning of a new day for the 

ae for test. This subject seems places respectively. graduating engineers. Once again 
to be quite perplexing since the there are enough jobs to go around 
have bea wih on te for several LECTURES AT MARQUETTE and maybe a few left over. Prof. 
years now. The speed, time, and W. S. Cottingham, assistant pro- J. W. Watson, who has charge of 

amplitude of vibration and their ef- fessor of structural engineering, has placing the electricals, states,“ While 

fects on the ease of placement are been speaking on consecutive Tues- quite a few of the electricals have 
being studied. Strength, absorption, day evenings at Marquette Univer- not been placed definitely as yet, I 
permeability and volume constancy sity on the _ expect them to be entirely placed by 
of hand rodded and vibrated con- “Analysis of See By a the end of the school year.” Some 
cretes with various types of cement Concrete HOWE, of the larger companies hil ae 
are also being tested. Building ™ Sod signed or have made offers whic’ 

Some each shop work is also Frames” with oe ‘ty have not been accepted as yet by 
being done in connection with the special refer- - © 7d Tg the electricals are the Milwaukee 
preparation of specimens to study ence to the oo Electric Railway and Light Com- 
the properties of a certain new low- needs of structural engineers who pany, Westinghouse, General Elec- 
alloy, high yield strength steels. are engaged in the design of build- tric, and Cutler-Hammer. Mr. Wat- 

And so, in general, we find that ings. Mr. Cottingham’s lectures be- son added that the class of 19 elec- 
the mechanics department has more gan April 13 and were held under tricals this year is the smallest since 
than enough physical as well as the auspices of the Milwaukee Sec- 1917-18, which only adds to the op- 
mental labor to keep the engineers tion of the American Society of portunities available to the electri- 
in its employ busy for quite some Civil Engineers. cals. 
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Yow’re About Through With School, Seniors 

Will You Do To Continue Your Professional Training ? 

Soon college days will be over for you seniors and you will be held each month at which some engineer or business man talks | 
going to work on that first job. Does professional training and on a subject of particular interest to young engineers with an 
development stop now? A recent study of the development of the open discussion led by the speaker following the talk. In addi- 
engineer—how he acquires knowledge, experience, and judgment _ tion, there are five smaller study and discussion groups on man- 
—has revealed that his growth usually proceeds at a fairly steady agement, marketing, public speaking, machine design, and civil 
rate from high school age until finishing college, and then, after engineering which meet bi-weekly. These groups set up their own | 
leaving school, his progress stops and he stays at the same level programs for the year and with the aid of some of the older 
for four or five years. Later his development is again resumed. engineers as technical consultants the programs have been made 
This period of “marking time” is during the young engineer’s very effective. 
start in industry—while he is finding himself. The survey also Generally stated, the aims of a group development program 
showed that the men who availed themselves of some kind of are as follows: (1) to afford an opportunity for acquaintance of 
professional training immediately after graduation did not enter young engineers with each other and with older men who are 

this “slump” period, but their growth continued at about the  cutstanding in the community and the engineering profession; 
same rate as in school. (2) to acquaint the young enginzer with certain important gen- 

In the last few years, the national professional societies have cral principles, policies and practices which must be observed in 
begun to realize that the way to increase the standards of the industrial and business relations; (3) to provide incentive and 
engineering profession is to inaugurate some plan of helping facilities for study through group discussions and cooperative 
the young engineer continue his education after his start in technical and non-technical courses; (4) to encourage practice in 
industry. Late in 1932, representatives of five professional soci- clear thinking, self-expression and leadership, through their own 

eties, together with those from the Society of the Promotion of activities. 
Engineering Education (S.P.E.E.; its 1936 convention was held During the current year, the E.C.P.D. committee on profes- 
ca this campus last Jun:) and those from the national body  cional training is giving helpful stimulation to programs similar 
representing the licensure of engineers by the state formed a to that at Providence in an increasingly large number of centers 
single cooperative group dedicated to raising the professional having local sections of the constituent bodies and a sufficient 
status of the engineer. The group was named the Engineers’ number of junior engineers to form the basis of operations. In 
Council for Professional Development—E.C.P.D. for short— addition, some of the national professional societies are also 
and its seven constituents represent the professional, the educa- extending their junior activities; for example, A.S.MLE. has active 
tonal, and the public or legal aspects of engineering. junior groups in 36 cities. They carry cn programs similar to that 

Since there are four nermal stagzs in the life of the engineer, at Providence, ; . 4 
(1) pre-college, (2) the engineering school, (3) early experience Since a good deal of E.C.P.D.’s work has to do with aiding 
as junior engineer, and (4) professional practice, E.C.P.D. the development of the young engineer, the organization has 
designed its work to fit in with each of them. One of its com- several Bigces of printed matter along this line. A pamphlet 
mittees has helped direct guidance service for the student enter- “Suggestions to Junior Engineers” was printed last yeat and cone 
ing engineering college, with an eye to cutting down the high alms a self-appraisal blank and a general reading list for junior 
mortality of engineering students found by surveys a few years °ngineers. The Council has prepared a brief bibliography of out- 
ago (40 per cent in freshman year; only 30 per cent graduating standing Looks on technical subjects, also published last year. 
at the end of four years). In 1935, the Council took a nationwide survey of university 

. oo. . extension and correspondence courses which are available to young 
Another group has been accrediting engineering curricula. The cngineers desiring to carry on educational work individually and 

country was divided into seven regions, containing approximately Gy a more formal basis. The facilities included in the report are 
equal numbers of engineering schools, and prominent engineers mainly in non-technical fields and are designed to satisfy the 

in each district have agreed to serve on accrediting committees. qosire of the junior engineer for a broader non-technical culture 
By October, 1936, engineering schools in the New England and which is so necessary for attaining the higher ranks of the 
Middle Atlantic States regions had been accredited, and it is profession. 
planned to finish the other five regions by the fall of 1937. (On qT ineer ECP.D f hi © wal 
May 6 representatives of this E.C.P.D. committee visited Wis- O GYED)s SEDBUIEEE si Saheree Gal, SET SOMEENNE: Or Netae 

: a ; 3 Particularly to those graduates who are embarking upon the most 
consin for the purpose of reviewing the quality of curricula itical patiod of their professional it be of < wal 
offered, the adequacy of the instructional staff to present it, and ceitica’ Periog’ OF Wacir  proness/onal wareers can Bi RE 05 BONE 

‘ . and practical aid. The Council has no fees, dues or charges other 
the completeness of the physical plant. Later, they will decide | inal ct for i blicati Memb £ the 
on whether Wisconsin is to be accredited or not.) than 2. nominal, charge ior abs pum nations: cmos Oe ae 

constituent organizations voluntarily give of their time in carrying 
At Providence, R. I., the Providence Enginzering Society, cn this work. The 1936 report of the Council’s activities, any of 

which cooperates in the activities of the local secticns of the the aids described in this article or any other information or help 
major societies, undertook with the cooperation of E.C.P.D. to which it is pecsible to give may be obtained simply by request to 
organize a program for the professional development of the young E.C.P.D. headquarters at 29 West 39th Street, New York City, 
engineers of Providence and vicinity. Now, a general meeting is in the Engineering Societies Building. 
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HONORARY ALL-ENGINEERING FRATERNITY 

OFFICERS First Row: Lacher, Rudolf, Simon, Sager, 
a . . Rohlich, Wagner. Second Row: Hafstrom, 
Gerard A. Roblich President Brown, Wright, Kutchera, Sohns, Gother, 
Gerald J. Risser . ....... Vice-President Sabee. Third Row: Zwettler, Luecker, Nor- 

. ris, Davy, Olson, Parrott. Fourth Row: Ep- 
Meal 0. Gilson Ciemespanaing, Sesratary pler, Risser, DeNoyer, Riggert, Liebman, 
Arthur Luecker ....Recording Secretary Miller, 

F. W. Parrott a -....... Treasurer 

Joachim Liebmann Cataloger 

Founded 1885 

Lehigh University Graduate Members: Joachim E. Liebmann, Gerard A. Rohlich. 
69 Chapters 

1937: Charles W. L. Burroughs, Philip S. Davy, John F. Eppler, Francis E. 

4 Fontaine, Leroy W. Griffith, William F. Gother, Arthur R. Luecker, Harrison 

ae C. Mayland, Donald B. DeNoyer, Neal D. Olson, F. W. Parrott, Marvin C. 

HY Riggert, Gerald J. Risser, Eldon C. Wagner, Kenneth M. Brown, Ronald L. 

f i Daggett, J. Robert Hafstrom, Phillip H. Kern, Donald H. Kutchera, Richard 

a W. Lacher, Charles L. Miller, Spaulding A. Norris, Chester D. Rudolf, Karl 
\ E. Sager, Lawrence Simon, Carl B. Sohns, Frederic Utter, Everett C. Wallace, 

Gerhard A. Vater, Robert F. Zwettler. 

Local Ch 
ariel 1938: Reinhardt Sabee, William N. Wright. 

Established 1899 
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First Row: Kommers, Leviton, Alexander, Ketchum, Heuser. Second Row: Jankus, Pamperin, Walter, 
Thorkelson. Third Row: Senft, Anoff, Hopkins, Stanley, Krahn. 

AUL KETCHUM LYLE YERGES 
Editor Business Manager 

em SS ae 
_ é ™ oo ‘ Editor, Paul M. Ketchum; Business Manager, 

a ee Lyle F. Yerges. Editorial Staff: Roger Stanley, 

; | Alumni Editor; William Hood, Campus Notes Edi- 

, ’ 4 re : 4 : tor; Carl Walter, Humor Editor; Robert Hopkins, 

a Po o = Staff Photographer; Herbert Sanford, Organization 
eee : grep 9 

im ares : _ a Ss ic ; Editor; Jack Heuser, Editorial Assistant; John Pam- 

Mend KG es o De perin, Feature Editor and Biographer; John Senft, 
Pf i : ie Biographer; Leo Herning, Harold Leviton, Alan 

ae Pe a ) dees Jankus, Seymour Anoff. Business Staff: Walter 
Pe i S ~ a Liedke, Circulation Manager; William Thorkelson, 

lf — on” Circulation Manager; Richard Krahn, William Kom- 

:. , ‘ » mers, Robert Richardson. Board of Directors: G. F. 

«i . Tracy, Chairman; F. E. Voik, R. A. Ragatz, J. B. 

Kommers, R. S. McCaffery, K. F. Wendt, G. L. 
Larson, P. M. Ketchum, L. F. Van Hagan, L. F. 

Yerges. 
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HONORARY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING FRATERNITY 

OFFICERS First Row: Heinrichsmeyer, Schultheiss, 
Luoma, Riggert. Hafstrom. Second Row: 

Herbert Luoma .......President Otis, Neumann, Davies, Ross. Third Row: 
Marvin C, Riggert Vice-Prasdent Mitchell, Zewasky, Lingard, Vater, Ketchum. 

Robert J. Hafstrom .Bridge Secretary 

Everett C. Wallace Corresponding Secretary 

Edmond F. Heinrichsmeyer Recording Secretary 

Carl E. Schultheiss _........ Treasurer 

Founded 1904 

University of Illinois 
26 Chapters 

@ 1937: Robert J. Hafstrom, Edmond F. Heinrichsmeyer, Herbert Luoma, 

Stanley J. Otis, Marvin C. Riggert, Gerhard A. Vater, Everett C. Wallace. 

1938: Everett H. Davies, Paul M. Ketchum, Aldro Lingard, Wayne T. 

Mitchell, Fred C. Neumann, Alan K. Ross, Carl E. Schultheiss, Lee M. Zawasky. 

Local Chapter 
Theta 

Established 1910 
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HONORARY CIVIL ENGINEERING FRATERNITY 

First Row: Jensen, Norris, Miller, Voss, Langteau, 

Alexander, Wagner. Second Row: Yerges, Sheerar, 

Krejchek, Luecker, W. Johnson, Wilson, Zweitler, 
Kutchera. Third Row: Davy, Schmitt, Polk, H. 

Johngon:. ‘Newbury, Eppler. Voslker: 

Founded 1922 

University of Illinois 
13 Chapters 

1937: Edwin J. Voss, R. Russell Langteau, Spaulding A. Norris, Charles L. 

Miller, Howard R. Jensen, Wayne W. Johnson, Ray F. Voelker, Russell H. Pp 

Newbury, John F. Eppler, Arthur R. Luecker, Eldon C. Wagner, Philip S. 2 a 

Davy, Francis C. Wilson, William H. Polk. bie 

fot 
1938: Robert F. Zwettler, Lewis L. Sheerar, Don H. Kutchera, Milton O. ieee 

Schmidt, Lyle F. Yerges, Norman E. Van Sickle, Herbert E. Johnson, Glenn C. \j 

Krejchik, Frederick C, Alexander. " 

Local Chapter 
Wisconsin 

Established 1925 
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HONORARY MECHANICAL ENGINEERING FRATERNITY 

OFFICERS First Row: Stanley, DeNoyer, Prof. G. L. 
Larson, Hanson, Myers. Second Row: Wefel, 

Donald B. De Noyer . President Sohns, Lawrie, Gother, Kranc, Behrens. 
Roger U. Stanley __ Vee Brssdlent Third Row: Losse, Spence, Ibisch, Sabee. 

Willard G. Hanson ote Secretary 

John R. Myers Corresponding Secretary 

Stanley J. Krane Treasurer 

Founded 1915 
Universities of Wisconsin 

and Illinois 

15 Chapters 

1937: Stanley Austin, Russell Baum, Charles Behrens, Charles Burroughs, 

: Ronald Daggett, Donald DeNoyer, Franz Ibisch, Edward Faust, William 
x Gother, Leroy Griffith, James Lawrie, Robert Losse, John Myers, Edward 

J Rosecky, Carl Sohns, Ellison Wefel. 

1938: Daniel Dobrogowski, Stanley Kranc, Arthur Krumhaus, Frederick 

Johnson, Harold Leviton, Fred Loebel, Willard Hanson, Robert Sharp, Roger 

Stanley, Rinehardt Sabee, Everett Utecht. 

Local Chapter 
Wisconsin Alpha 
Established 1915 
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OFFICERS 

Eugene M. Kirtland ae ...President 
Carl B. Sohns . woe Vice-President 

William F. Gother....... sae Secretary 

George Langley... an coe Treasurer 

Paul Andree, Clifford Sawyer. a .......Polygon 

Professor Thomas P. Colbert................ .....Faculty Advisor 

1937: Adams, Andree, Barlow, Berry, Goetz, Gother, Gunther, 

Horneck, lbisch, Kirtland, Langley, Lippert, Losse, Munro, Myers, 

Severson, Sharp, Sohns, Swifka, Thom, Wenman, Pfeffer. 

1938: Boettcher, Brindley, Dansfield, Dobrogowski, Freund, 

Grether, Kranc, Leviton, Lindergren, Melms, Mitchell, Sawyer, 

Schaal, Stanley, Stiegler, Orthey, Oscar, Thiele, Volkman. 

1939: Amery, Bauer, Buchberger, Dettman, Evans, Henneman, 

Kommers, L. S. Marshall, Runckel, Schmidt, Senft, Vanderwall, 

Hugh Wright, R. E. Wright, J. Marshall. 

1940: Arens, Blatecky, Broberg, Damrow, DeGroot, Fredrickson, 

Garcia, Halberg, Johnson, Lagergren, Lamb, Pike, Rau, Slavik, 

Sorenson, Stieg, Yugo, Schlintz. 
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MEMBERS First Row: Friess, Voss, Hunzicker, Andre, 
S +S dd Row: Wright, Ferber, 

Civil Engineers: tdwin J. Voss, '37; Lewis L. Sheerar, '38. Sawyer Sheen ow “a emer 

Mechanical Engineers: Paul F. Andree, '37; Clifford Sawyer, '38. 

Chemical Engineers: Earl E. Sargent, '37; Peter S. Sarocka, ‘38. 
Electrical Engineers: Robert W. Friess, '37; August L. Ferber, '38. 

Mining Engineers: Wayne T. Hunzicker, '37; William N. Wright, '38. 

OFFICERS 

Lewis L. Sheerar foe eee eee etnnteeteeeonseeseessee- President 

Peter S. Sarocka a sts tes sees sess PPEASUPEP 

Clifford L. Sawyer a . costes ee uses SeCretary 

August L. Ferber eocsssssssPublicity Agent 

Tre MAIN purpose of Polygon is to co-ordinate the activities of the engi- 
neers in the University, and to act as a central committee in governing 

their activities. Each of the five branches of the Engineering College is 
represented by two men in Polygon. These men are elected by the engineer- 
ing societies when they are sophomores, and they take office in their junior 

year. 

Every engineering student is assessed a dollar each semester, for which 
Polygon gives him membership in his respective society, pays part of his 
dues to the national chapter, and gives two dances and two smokers during 

the year. Polygon also partly finances the Wisconsin Engineer magazine, 

and takes charge of the annual St. Pat's parade. 
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. . . Polygon 

A year ago you voted overwhemingly that the Polygon activity articles and has endeavored to publish the things you were 
fee should be collected cnly once during the school year—at the interested in. 
time of registration in September. You liked the idea because it In such a changing society as the engineering student body, it 
saved you the trouble cf paying in two installments; we liked the is hard to gain group solidarity. The seniors, who are the most 
idea because it gave us an cpportunity to plan the year’s activities enthusiastic over the Polygon Plan because of their longer assoca- 
in advance—tc budget the available money and know just how  ticn with it, are leaving us. The freshmen have only seen it in 
much to spend for each function. There is another advantage— operation cne year and have not yet experienced all of the advan- 
which you probably don’t realize, but is even more important to tages which the many contacts can provide. The new men coming 
us. During the days when in next year are totally 
the activity fee was collected FINANCIAL SATEMENT OF POLYGON ignorant of its benefits and 
each semester, the first se- must be enlightened as to llecti \ Year 1936-37 h ibiliti f mester collections were al- (As of April 29, 1937) the possibilities of enter- 
ways good, but for various Bank Bal 4 b tainment and education it 
reasons the second semester "pail atance, September 1, 1936 § 130.69 offers. It is then up to you 
collections fell off alarming- (All Sccieties and Polygon Board) men who have found benefit 

: Income, 1936-37: . ly—sometimes to about half F . from and have experienced 
of those of the first part of nes - $1,376.90 the Polygon Plan to fall in- 

: Dances 110.50 : the year. Mainly, this was ects to the ranks again next year 
due to the difficulty in con- Se. Pat Elections ere and get solidly behind the 
tacting the students because Miscellaneous : — 3.39 Polygon Board in putting 
of the method of registra- Total Income 1,619.49 it across. 
tion used in the college. All Total: $1,750.18 After they had petitioned 
of this resulted in a rather Disbursements: several times, last year you 
mediccre showing fer a Societies voted to invite the agricul- 
year that started of with AS.C.E. % 84.00 tural engineers to join our 
flying colors. Consequently, AS.ME. 106.20 group since their course was 
the activities of the second A.LE.E. 82.80 something like mechanical 
semester were never as satis- ALCh.E. 129.69 engineering. This was done, 
factory as they should have Mining Club . 26.10 but due to complications in 
been. Our new plan has re- Research Fund 40.63 their own group, they were 
sulted in keeping the quality Wisconsin Engineer 688.50 not able to join us this year. 
of the activities up during Contingent Fund 144.61 Should they be able to next 
both semesters. Expenses . 344,64 year, it will be of help to 

Just what has been done? Total Disbursements: 1,647.17 us. If the ies case 
Thi r Polygon | s asm is maintained, the Poly- 

iS year Woygon nas con Polygon Beard Balance: % 103.01 , i tacted more men than ever Bank Bal ‘dof Pol Board gon Plan should grow to be 

before. There have been two SES BCE (compose 08s RON BOR Oar the biggest, closest knit ac- 
naa balance plus contingent fund plus un- ss . an all-engineering smokers, a gy / tivity group in engineering 

A expended funds fcr various societies) : $ 400.61 . : each well attended; there . student history. 
were two all-engineering Respectfully submitted, We know that everythin gineering EDWIN J. VOSS ae dances which were exceed- _. we have done in the past 
: . Retiring Polygon Treasurer a ingly successful; the  stu- year has not been as satis- 
dent chapters of the na- factory as it might have 
tional professional societies have had more and better programs been, but Polygon Board members serve for two years—half of the 
with excellent attendance; the St. Pat’s parade this year was board continues on next fall and they will surely benefit by this 

bigger and better than ever; the Wisconsin Engineer has come year’s experiences. So, we can promise you that if you will continue 

to you every month with more and better illustrations and to help us grow we will provide bigger and better features. 
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OFFICERS First Row: Boening, Berg, Riggert, Prof. 
s $ , Tracy, Wrensch. Second Row: Schille, Vater, 

Marvin C. Riggert oe eter eeeneettteneeeeesneesChairman Ahlswede, Schmiedlin, Ferber. 
Louis D. Berg Secretary, Treasurer 

Graduate Member: W. F. Kraemer. 

1937: Louis D. Berg, Elroy F. Boening, Rex. C. Dieterle, Ed- 

mond F. Heinrichsmeyer, Marvin C. Riggert, Carl A. Schille, J. W. 

Seifert; Harry G. Sellery, G. A. Vater, B. E. Wrensch, J. R. Haf- 

strom, N. E. Ahlswede. 

1938: August L. Ferber, Ralph F. Schmiedlin, Carl E. Schultheiss, 

Roy R. Lee. 

1939: Frederick C. Wolf, Agustus Lehrkind, Robert L. Oetting. 

1940: Thomas G. Sell, John W. Soule, Thomas N. Teigen. 
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First Row: Wendt, Liebmann, Polk, Hoff- OFFICERS 
man, Voelker, Littleton, Maxfield, Bachmann. : 

Second Row: Thompson, A. Voss, Kwasniew- Theodore F. Hoffmann... . : : President 

ski, Baum, Dorff, Curry, Hunt. Third Row: Ray F. Voelker... Vice-President 
Jankus, Sheerar, Jensen, Johnson, Schuette, William H. Polk Secretary 
Davy, E. Voss, Toole. Fourth Row: Krejchik, William E. Littleton Treasurer 

Eppler, Schmidt, Lehmann, Norris, Luecker, 
Zwettler. 

1937: Carl Bachmann, John Baum, John Bessert, Frederick Felts, Allan Jankus, Richard Krahn, Carlton Laird, Kenneth 

Brunner, Lawrence Carlson, Ralph Culbertson, Philip Davy, Lehmann, Hubert Leland, John Lewis, George Morgan, Stan 

Leslie Deno, Sol Dorff, Edwin Duszynski, John Eppler, Karl Nestingen, Richard Olson, Glenn Thompson, Fred St. Ger- 

Fuge, Lynn Gunderson, Theodore Hoffman, Lester Hoganson, maine, Arnold Voss, Harvey Wendorf. 
Paul Hunt, Howard Jensen, Wayne Johnson, Oscar Kiendl, 
John Kuhta, Donald Kutchera, Russell Langteau, William 1940: Robert Ackermann, Clifford Bedore, George Blair, 
Littleton, Arthur Luecker, Paul McKinnon, Spaulding Norris, Clarence Bogenhagen, Clarence Boncyk, George Brem, El- 

William Polk, Russell Poynor, Kenneth Qualman, Albert more Buckethal, Gilbert Buske, Joe Cierack, Donald Curry, 
Schluter, Cornelius Siettmann, Ray Voelker, Emerson Vorel, Walter Davy, Albert Draves, Frank Erl, Carl Eustice, William 
Edwin Voss, Eldon Wagner, Martin Wendt, Francis Wilson, Faulkes, Robert Felhofer, John Findorff, Charles Fisk, Edward 
Charles Miller. Fitch, Dalman tlatz, Harold Heldebrandt, Jack Gerlach, 

Gerald Gilbert, John Goldsmith, Robert Goodier, Robert 

1938: Fred Alexander, Henry Bergman, Vaso Bjelajac, Alvin Greaory, Richard Gustafson, Bill Hancock, William Harlow, 
Edelstein, Robert Gross, Herbert Johnson, Glenn Krejchik, Carlos Hessler, Clyde Kasper, Frank King, Leonard Kohl, 

Paul Klieger, Roman Kwasniewski, Jack Maxfield, James Donald Leaman, George Leffler, Hugh Lewis, Kenneth Lemke, 
Michalos, Otto Olsen, Harry Panzer, William Pryor, Lee Paul Mangold, Carl Matthies, Charles Metcalf, John Mielke 
Savorias, Norman Scovill, Lewis Sheerar, William Toole, Ervin Miller, Paul Mitchell, Ben Mohns, Arnold Mortenson, 

James Vaughan, Glenn Von Gunten, Harvey Wirth, Lyle Jamieson Newell, Lyle Olson, Robart Puestow, William Ryan, 

Verges. Evan Schuette, James Shaney, Newell Smith, Verne Soder- 
strom, William Stanton, Knute Takle, Arthur Tuttle, Robert 

1939: Elwood Bartz, Jesse Dietz, William Eulfeld, Woodrow Walker, Arthur Widmann, Anthony Wojciechowski 
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OFFICERS 

Ralph Goetz ssussauanues : cescssssssee-President 
Neal Olson . - Vice-President 

Edward Anderson a - _...... Treasurer 

lack Heuser.......... ssnecuneeecnat sue Secretary 

1937: Stanley R. Adams, Edward D. Anderson, Edward J. Neipert, Alfred Nelson, Walter Otto, John Rezba, Herbert 
Dahlke, Gerald J. Fleming, Joseph F. Kescher, G. Edward Sanford, Philip Schneider, Jack Seelow, Lawsence Smith, 
Kornreich, William M. Mayer, John B. Merriam, Herman Carl Velquth, 
Miller, Neal Olson, Arth 1 

Wer Meal Cleon, Qritue Rasuber, bred .Bayker, sabi 1940: D. V. Ackerman, James R. Bishop, Erroll V. Black, Roebuck, Chester Rudolf, Earl Sargent, Leland Sargent, Fred : : " Schwanborg, ‘Stanley Givertson, Cherles Sordi Wi Walter A. Blair, Rober? N, Braun, J. J. Browor, R. J. Bryan, 
ens y panes Stag Se Se MONET Victor S. Burstein, Melvin W. Butenhoff, Anthony L. Casciaro, 

| 1Gr : i . Albert H. 1938: John J. Antlfinger, Kenneth M. Beals, Kenneth M. George |. ‘Crowell Robert § Cunningham) Albert |i ae Dorsch, Albertus G. Draeger, John F. Elliot, John M. Erick- Brown, Clarence , Cichocki, Clarence W. Eckmann, Howard ea : son, Eugene D. Ermenc, Thomas R. Favell, Aubrey A. Fierick, W. Fiedelman, Ralph W. Goetz, Ted B. Haufe, Leo A. Her- : : ‘scr Willfarn WW. Humeivas,, ‘ocwotr it : Chazles J. Finn, E. Chester Foster, Leo H. Francis, Jules 
ming; Weems lumenal. sLoseph M.. Keating, Max L. Gilbert, Dan B. Greenwood, Charless Hahn, Alvin C. Hanson, Lindoo, John W. Mann, John W. Marston, Kenwyn Merrifield, : : : Kenneth E. Higley, Richard P. Kepler, Erwin C. Koeber, Robert Olson, Ray Pacausky, Theron Place, Myron Roshar, : : Pater ORFEEES, WENA WIT Ee Pri. Wak Ralph E. Koester, Norman E, Krause, Francis L. Kurek, Louis 

BEND EREG Muonrens MeniTeleiy SAIBs Munters T. Lanz, Neils C. Larsen, Francis W. Lauck, Bertrand Jesse 
Mayland, Donald H. Merry, James W. Millin, Thomas Mor: 

1939: Edmond H. Albrecht, William B. Avery, Walter R. rissev, Carl J. Muckler, Roland Nelson, George Nichols, 
Blair, Edmond R. Boehck, Willis Browne, Thomas K. Chris- Wallis Peters, Charles Piene, Thomas Polchinsky, Lew Porter, 
tianson, George V. Dawley, Herbert W. Eickner, Clark A. Donald Rindt, Robert Schindler, Louis Schueler, John Scott, 
Fisher, Karl E. Forsgren, Leo J. Fuchs, James H. Hare, Karl Robert Seidl, George Smithwick, Frederick Steinmann, Edwin 
T. Hartwia, Howard E, Herchinburg, John E. Heuser, Edward Stellmacker, Charles Sutter, Alex Temmer, Walter Tick, 
J. Huber, Wilbur P. Isberner, Kenneth P. Johannes, M. L, Milton Trecek, Charles Vaughn, Richard Westerman, Robert 
Junqwirth, Raymond G. Knudsen, John W. Koehler, Marshall Wovle, Picha d Willette, John Woerfel. 
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“STATIC” CK Fs 

PINEB 
by AS 0 

© Sprig has cub, with the delightful rustle of leaves on ENGIN . 

tree and in blue-book, the balmy South wind bringing us ” a OY, be 

the whine of turbine and the drowsy babble of condenser EARS ge ge ky 

iy, exhaust water on the M. E. (Yay om f eX 

cig f floor, the murmur of wild 3, —= 

Ww nn life in the woods, mingled 

| with the anguished swear- © The season is once more on us when the following 

MX i ing of Civils lost with their short story becomes appropriate: 

= <p vy stations in the underbrush. “Oh, George, let’s not park here.” 

~ et W 5 It’s great to be alive, pro- “Oh, George, let’s not park.” 

(C-~ oS ra \ vided one is not taking “Oh, George, let’s not.” 

(ag Ag Rails 105 or EE. 112. It “Oh, George, let’s.” 
~- sort of does something to “Oh, George—” 

one. Like Dean Millar breaking in a new suit, or Lingard “Oh—” | 

counting the buds on trees for a Cardinal feature spread; >> «a 

Ketchum breaks down and buys a new slip-stick, Fred © While in Milwaukee, the gang took our boy Lingard to 

Cape shifts to the next lighter of his graded-for-the-sea- his first “inspection trip” of the “Gayety.” As we'd have 

son undie assortment, P. J. Brewer dons his Nat. Honor suspected, he brought out the old 

Society pin again while Bates (of the mechanical Bates) slide rule and carried on some in- () 

takes his off. It hits both faculty and stoogents. ‘Smilin’ yolved calculating during the entire ps % 

Jimmy” Watson disturbs his students’ slumbers with little show. They even had a job getting ie. 

gems such as, ““—different in being separately related to him out of the joint. 7 wy 
something in common.” Students too numerous to list fall They had the same trouble with mY ~~ i 

in love all over again, Pryor and Heuser (of the Ex- Von Gunten in Chicago's “Rialto,” ,. Ca] 

Kings’ Club) run about promoting things, Instructor Rose but not because of any lack of inter- SM", 

begins to tinker with the kicker on his Naval Reserve est in the proceedings on his part. He Eee) 

Scow, and Glenn Krejchik takes his first shave (3/25/37). insisted that the front row wasn’t " ato LEN 

So goes the Engineering merry-go-round. So what? Ho, close enough. 

hum, we’re too tired to care. “> &% 

228 SE ® From the testing labs of Washington State comes this 

© If you want to see a guy’s ears really get red, ask “Car- chemical analysis of women: 

sty” Slack, e739, about his love life. Symbol: Wo. Thought to be a member of the human 

ep Se family. 

© The sterling silver necktie for candor is awarded this Atomic Weight: Accepted as 120, though known iso- 

month to an elongated prof. of D. C. Machinery who held types vary from 100 to 180. 

up the course text and casually remarked, “I'd like to have Occurrence: Found both free and combined, usually 

you familiar enough with these books to know where they with man. 

are.” Physical Properties: Seldom found in the pure state. 

® Comes the close of another year. We’re disgruntled, in All colors. Surface usually protected by a film of paint or 

fact, disgusted. Ol’ Engin Ears has been performing the in- oxide. Boils at nothing and freezes without reason. An 

credible feat of simultaneously keeping his shoulder to unpolished specimen tends to turn green in the presence 

the wheel, his nose to the v of a highly polished one. All varieties melt with proper 

grindstone, and his ear to €& ty, treatment. Density not as great as generally supposed. 

the ground—for which his yy ® es Chemical Properties: Highly explosive and dangerous 

gentle readers, if any, have — _ y in inexperienced hands. Possesses great affinity for gold, 

rewarded him by turning in g silver, platinum, and all precious stones. Has the ability 

practically no contributions Fie = I~ to absorb unlimited quantities of expensive foods. May 

at all. Phooey on you... vg se & explode spontaneously when left alone by man. Fresh 

and we hope all your ) ae variety has great magnetic attraction. Ages rapidly. 

bridges fall down, your sub- =O) Uses: Chiefly ornamental. Efficient cleaning agent. 

stations blow up, your powdered coal units melt, your girls Acts as a positive or negative catalyst in production of 

run off with shysters, and that you may be haunted for- fevers. Probably the most powerful (bank account) re- 

ever by memories of Mechanics 3. ducing agent known. 
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Caused by Highway Construction 

by SOL E. DORFF, ¢’37 

OIL erosion has, in recent years, occupied a promi- sion along the highway are: 
Ss nent position in the public mind. The problem has (1) Untreated approaches to cattle passes; 

become so grave, that it seems imperative to take im- (2) Unprotected steep back-slopes and fills; 
mediate action in order to prevent utter destruction. (3) Improperly constructed culverts; and 

The scrious state of soil erosion along the highways is (4) Lack of drainage structures at points of concen- 
directly attributable to the policies pursued in the early tration of large drainage areas. 
days of highway construction. The need for extending the _ Cattle Passes 

highway system was so urgent that proper drainage, well- The use of the cattle pass has often created a serious 
designed soil-saving structures, and other phases of ero- problem and has resulted in many an “eye-sore” along the 
sion control methods leading to economical maintenance landscape. Too often, no precaution has been taken to 
were entirely disregarded. In recent years, however, the preserve the stability of the soil in the immediate sur- 
road builders have been more mindful of the future and, roundings of the cattle passes with the result that they 
as a result, a marked improvement in these practices is dis- often present a sight which is much to be regretted. A 

cernible. study of some cattle passes will reveal a stagnant pond of 
Nineteen states, according to the April, 1937, issue of water, mud, and frequently the inception of a gully. The 

“Roads and Streets,’ have established roadside erosion muddy condition of the ground is largely due to allowing 
control relationships with the Soil Conservation Service. the cattle the use of the pass immediately after it is fin- 
Actual operation to protect highway cuts and fills, high- ished instead of continuing to drive them over the road 
way ditches, and drainage structures have been started in until the approach to the pass has been well sodded or 
some of these states. Plans worked out between their high- covered with flagstone. In the construction of the cattle 
way departments, the Bureau of Public Roads, and the pass, the elevation of the bottom may be depressed to a 
Soil Conservation Service call for vegetable control meas- lower elevation than that of the natural ground. This 
ures wherever possible and for construction work where tends to create a depression which the engineer usually 
gullies are menacing adjacent farm lands. Such coopera- fails to consider. As the cattle walk over this depression, 
tion between the federal and state governments is a step they tend to loosen the soil and thus initiate the process 
in the right direction and should be encouraged to its of erosion which will then continue to spread with great 
utmost. rapidity to a large area of the natural soil. The soil direct- 

In this problem, as in any other, it is necessary first to ly in front of the pass is subject to the most concentrated 
determine and investigate the phenomena which have led wear and, consequently, will be eroded much faster than 
to the prevailing examples of soil erosion along the high- the surrounding area. Since these passes are always built 
way, and then to formulate suitable solutions for each in fills, the water from the surrounding area converges at 
case. It has been found that the four chief causes of ero- this point and forms a pond. The saturated soil is then 

— more easily eroded, carried through the 
ae pass by the water which, due to confine- 

a eS celia i ment, has increased in velocity. As this 
Bi Si, a Li form of erosion continues, more and 
eae ‘9 ps oe more land is washed away until, in time, ¢ a i A e at 7 ae : rather large gullies may be formed. 

de q Saree _ _— 2 fi ae These gullies, once started, will not 
a , ya eu pe eS es SO Dae ee cease until they have reached a divide 

° a % ‘ ‘eg Ae Lie heel “4 , Nee in the land, frequently resulting in great 

A oc aw cate, 
i ai i ps Pk i b, , Steep Back-Slopes and Fills 

ie f oe - » Pe b 2 : In order to practice economy in the 
se earlier years of highway construction, 

Treatment of culvert to stop gully from advancing. the slopes of the cuts and fills were 
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kk happened in Salem, Mass., on February 12, 1877. The young reporter at- 

tended a demonstration of inventor Bell’s new telephone—then “talked” his 

story to his paper in Boston by telephone! 

Though he didn’t realize it, he was inaugurating a new era in journalism, 

For today’s newspapers could hardly exist without the telephone. y pap y P 

Gathering and spreading news with lightning speed is just one of the tele- 

phone’s countless contributions to modern life. And 300,000 Bell System people 

strive constantly to make the service still better, still more useful. 

Why not telephone home 

BELL (&) TELEPHONE SYSTEM —e 
Ra LEM IK MN mL Ler 

AMA: Mell Molo baSIUTe lobe 
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frequently made steep. This leads to an unstable condi- centration of water, sheet erosion will take place. This 
tion of the soil unless the banks were seeded immediately. form of erosion tends to wear away the surface evenly 
Since this was seldom done, the flow of water over these until it Presents a raw appearance. Although this form of 
steep slopes formed shoe-string gullies, and frequently erosion is not as serious as cave or gully formations, never- 
caves of considerable size. An accompanying illustration theless, it is detrimental to the appearance of the highway. 
shows the immense proportions of some of these caves. It Many methods may be devised to prevent the formation 
will be observed that these caves, in every instance, occur of such gullies. The most highly recommended procedure 
on steep, almost vertical slopes that have been left bare. is to plant blue grass on the slopes immediately after grad- 
As long as the season is comparatively dry, or the precipi- ing. Rye should be mixed with the grass seed in order to 
tation is of such quantity that the soil can readily absorb hasten its beneficial results. The rye will grow faster than 
it, no damage will be done and the banks will remain the gtass and thereby hold the soil while the grass takes 
stable. However, as soon as the ground becomes saturated root. Whenever possible, seeding should be avoided on 
or at the first intense rainfall during which the ground steep slopes. On steep slopes or on soil which is not con- 
cannot absorb the moisture as quickly as it falls, the water ducive to seeding, sodding should be used. Seeding and 
will flow down the bank and begin to undermine it at its sodding of the banks will not only conserve the soil, but 
base. This is es- also make the highway more attractive. 
pecially true when } Intercepting ditches on top of cuts have been tried and 
the water is con- a ‘ 4 proved successful as long as they are kept open. How- 
centrated at any hee’ fae ly ib : % ever, due to lack of maintenance these ditches have been . . Pe eS a. particular point at j Lee 6 es Ae allowed to fill up and have become useless. 
the top of the em- Wea ee Culverts 
bankment ae oe: i! . a A culvert, poorly designed or improperly located, may 
and comes down a Pee ©. os fn & ? Pea ~ be the cause of the inception of erosion. If a culvert in- 
in heavy streams. ke om Ty d Oe. RD let is not placed directly in line with the stream, the water 
The inception of see I . : ee & must change its course and, in doing so, gives up energy. 
a cave-in may not tf ae “ yes > As the water impinges upon the bank near the culvert, it 
be notice- ae eS eS Se 32 will tend to scour away the soil. Another precaution to be 
able after the first es esse ae ee os observed is to place the culvert at the elevation of the 
storm or two, but oe ae natural ground so that there will be no chance for the 
when a cave-in oc- eae ei ae" siege ie a water to drop and thereby cause gully heads. 

curs, it occurs sud- a i z Another illustration in this article shows the treatment 
denly. The first ae aes a Sis given a culvert in order to stop a gully from advancing 
storm may form o above the culvert. In this case a gully which had its ori- 
only a small pock- : gin near the inlet to the culvert had worked back for 
et at the base and Caves in steep slope. quite a distance. A three-sided wall was attached to the 
small gullies leading to this pocket. After the soil has had culvert to prevent further erosion. This wall acted as a 
a chance to dry, cracks will form in the bank above and weir and ponded the water, thus giving the soil in suspen- 
around the pocket and these cracks will serve as channels sion a chance to precipitate. It proved a rather cheap, but 
for the water of the next storm. When the next intense effective means of curbing a developing menace. 
storm occurs, the water will flow down the gullies and into Drainage Structures 
these cracks, causing the breaking away of large masses of At the juncture of some cuts and fills, the care of the 
soil. The repetition of this process will continue until al- water course is frequently neglected. Water is allowed to 
most the entire bank will be eroded. flow down the embankment without any provision for its 
Where steep back-slopes are not subject to high con- transportation, whatsoever. The soil, obviously, cannot 

[UFHIN Tapes - Rules - Tools | 
Best for All General Measuring Requirements | 

Laan A318 _ Designed especially for Engineering, Surveying, oe. TITER, 
a Construction, Mine, Highway, Railroad, SZ 

=e init OE) cm Forestry and precise shop work. Cig \ 
SEND FOR CATALOG a x/6) 3 I} 

THE [UFHIN fPULE (0. Saginaw, Michigan. 16 Lavssverr Sr New Yous, N.Y. a | 
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be expected to withstand such abrasion, and consequently Se aay] Visi eos ‘ eisA.. Soa 
is carried along with the water. A deep ravine will be iy ) YZ f / By 4 Vy J ( ac 

formed which will work its way along the newly graded NT € LL IYI CUE | mo 
soil of the ditch in the cut, and thus form a serious hazard oS Spee: er - eg 

Pee Dae along the road. Where a large discharge at the mouth of —— ane” a " ; Nein 
a cut causes such a condition, it is recommended to pave a om © » Gas ve 
the water course with rip-rap. : Gosia Sg be 

When a road is built on ground where little grading is a tee fo ™% oa 
necessary, the ditch along the road has to serve as a chan- 7 x & . & i ; be 
nel to drain not only the road, but also the adjacent land a : 1 wa Va a \ 
area. If this area is unusually large and the watershed 4 y ees q 
great, the point of concentration of the area will be sub- aN C= ¢o4 Pe * 

ject to undue wear caused by the large quantities of water a \% ~ ee — 
om YY ees ae ? 

that must pass over it. Gullies will form and will proceed oy Deen eg ae — 

to work up the main drainage channels. The construction aay oa io gi ae 
of a notched spillway at this point of concentration will = 0 ret ee i | Tir. 

a eae < eee § a a 
arrest any tendency of gully formation. The water is di- ee = (os F i rt 

sig Seen OS el ie at rected to this structure where it is allowed to fall in stages, ae Soe wh ve aes w oa fe eu. tee ae a pA ES % thus preventing damage. The notched spillway is usually LIF A _— ep fT a. 

made of local stone and can be built at a reasonable cost. BS SI a s f D ee Fe k_ 

In the foregoing paragraphs an attempt has been made | be Jie kt ; ON pw EN 

to illustrate that soil erosion caused by highway construc- Wea et eas pee ast dae eee 2 Ea ey op eis I saris aaa te tion can and should be controlled. The ‘succes 31 ‘ully executed — - 

The advantages to be gained from a well-planned pro- ~ college Oo gh school year- 
gram of soil conservation are three-fold. First, it would book as its: beginni: ngin — 
keep the cost of maintenance to a minimum. Second, it care Pay \\planning . and the 

Pais 5 Medgar eat ty: a SOR er 2 eee aa would prevent damage to property adjoining the road. _ Wisconsi Engraving Com- 
And third, it would enhance the esthetic value of the pany wil be pleased to work 
highway panorama. with you ‘staff in moldi Ag 

eres ee _ the style and theme of your 
——= ; ——— | as fe 
for the last two Po '@s_ / # \ Co oe 
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or ane Da TS 
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4 Caer Sons ‘ A ghee \ es ee re from ae oe ir in =a plan zesultg 

7 in a substantial:saving in 

R ent sc h | ers en gravi g costs, andamore 
oo ece. = Ai eae ee 

230 Stare Bapcer 177 be autifully executed book... 
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Map Needs of Wisconsi 
by FRANK CNARE, ¢’10 

Design Engineer, Wisconsin Highway Commission 

HIS is a very interesting subject to me, because it so drawn to a scale of about eight miles to the inch. This is 

happens that for many years my work has been of a satisfactory map from which to prepare other base maps, 

such nature that I have been in constant contact with but does not show much detailed information. We have 

maps, and I have often been impressed by the lack of the so-called postal maps drawn to a scale of one mile to 

them, rather than by their availability. It is seldom that the inch, which are very satisfactory. At present there are 

you can find a person who is not interested in this subject. still 19 counties which have not been completed. These 

Exhibit a map in a public place and note how each person maps are based on the topographical maps and of the 

examines the locality from whence he came, and how rural postal roads, but have not been kept entirely up to 

quickly he informs the world if an error on the map exists. date. We have the so-called Hotchkiss map drawn to a 

Just how could the map needs of Wisconsin be defined, scale of six miles to the inch which attempted to show all 

by whom are maps used and to what extent? A study of of the local roads. As far as I know, no corrections have 

this question will indicate that the map needs of no two been made to this base for years. Then we have numerous 

agencies will ever be quite the same. Your selling or pro- maps produced by private agencies for the individual 

motional agencies of a stock business would not be inter- counties, no two of which are alike, drawn to various 

ested in drainage, but would probably be interested to scales and showing various types of information. We have 

know the distribution of population and wealth. Your real one set of township plats produced by the Hickson Com- 

estate association might not care anything about the dis- pany of Rockford, Illinois. For many years these maps 

tribution of forest areas, but on the other hand would constituted the most important source of information to 

want to know all about the location and descriptions of | the Highway Commission, but at the present time, many 

farms. Our own Highway Commission is primarily inter- of these maps are out of date. Back about 1915 the Rail- 

ested in the location of highways and all of the federal road Commission drew a set of county maps to the scale 

relief agencies are wanting maps which show everything, of one-half inch to the mile, but these maps have deterio- 
regardless of classification. rated quite seriously and are not satisfactory for present 

At this time we might attempt to mention a few of the day usage. In general, it can be safely said, that practical- 

maps which are at present available for various uses. First, ly all the maps mentioned above are more or less out of 

and probably most valuable because of the care in their date or have not been drawn on accurate bases. 

preparation, are the so-called topographical maps. Unfor- About 1924 the idea was suggested that the commission 

tunately, the area mapped covers only about one-third of draw a complete set of county maps. Nothing was done, 

the state and at the present rate of progress, it will be however, until about 1930 when the design department of 
many years before topographical maps are available for the Highway Commission was authorized to produce such 

the entire state. Furthermore, some of these maps are a set. At the present time, this has been done and there 

quite old, and, of course, changes in highways and the exists a set of county maps to a uniform scale drawn on a 

location of buildings, bridges, etc., have occurred in the durable drafting paper mounted on aluminum, making a 

past years. We have the so-called geological base map permanent and exact record. Every available source of in- 

ty —————————— 

r 5 3 . 
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formation was used in their preparation. The United States = " LIS WH 
: : > eo ‘al 

geological map was used as the base. The boundaries be- | t il 4 i] | 
: F mo 

tween states were checked and corrected from supreme L = ( Ly) io 3 

court decisions. Rivers were charted from river surveys E Ss 8 @ le! MY Me he 

made by various power companies, the location of all rail- , a o f a 4 Z ft - on 

roads was checked by section, town and range by the Rail- 4 y f Ono Kose ee 

road Commission. Village and city clerks were circularized | i aD e€ CN ; Ys 

and the corporate limits checked against their report, and <p a Wizz ba # Rg MOY 

in general, where available, the topographical maps were | | Va _. j A i, a vo. gl 

used to check the drainage. Tracings may be produced ep | yee -_—vT nae 
é f ig ot ae 

from these original bases by a photographic process. This | hy y Aa y, EMPIRE BUILDERS 

method eliminates the wear and tear which occurs on trac- iP A? - ale 

ings and which is necessarily a characteristic of any blue y SRG A inlinen ig Granned 

printing method of reproduction. These maps have been wien the transcontinental railroad became a reality in 1869, a new 
published in two sizes, one size to a varying scale, but to a page was written in the history of this country, recording a forward 
standard letter size of 8'4x11, the other to a uniform scale stride destined immeasurably to hasten our industrial growth. R B&W 

. a —then twenty-five years old—was already supplying EMPIRE Brand 
of one-half inch to the mile. These bases lend themselves gyi. Nuts and Rivets for plant, structure and rolling stock. 
readily to enlargement up to one inch to the mile and we For nearly a century R B & W has kept a step ahead of the times, 
have furnished many counties with maps of this size. perfecting machines and methods by constant improvement; establish- 

heir b svi ing the standards of workmanship and inspection which have made 
These maps are so accurately matched at their boundaries p\gPIRE Brand Bolts, Nuts and Rivets outstanding in quality. 
that a state map can be prepared by photographing them RB&W manufacture a complete line of threaded, upset and punched 

: ihe products including various types and finishes of Bolts, Nuts, Rivets, 
all to the same scale and joining them together. ‘The SPOt Washers, Screw Pins and Rods. RB & W EMPIRE products are 
map now on exhibition in the rotunda of the Capitol show- the standard of industry. 

ing the automobile fatalities in 1936 was made in this Write for free booklet on Bolt, Nutand Rivet design. 
manner and represents only two or three days’ work for Shows standard methods of designation in drafting. 
one man. On it is shown all of the information which was Fits conveniently in drawing instrument case. @)7105 

included in the old Hotchkiss base map and which took RUSSELL, BURDSALL & WARD EX 

many days for its preparation. BOLT AND NUT COMPANY sernat 

It was not until 1933, however, that the real worth of PORT CHESTER.N.Y. ROCK FALLS.ILL. conAorotis.ra. [+ iF 

a 

h T O OKONITE insulation with an unsurpassed record 

Oo e une since 1878 is still generally recognized as the 
acme of perfection for rubber insulations and as 
“the best product possible” of its type. 

The Okonite Company and its affiliates, how- 

O ever, have constantly kept step with the ad- 

vances of the electric art. 
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these county base maps became evident. About that time lished, was done by surveyors working under contract, 

the various federal relief agencies began to function and that the equipment and methods used were crude, and 

one of their first needs was for maps. Every day the of- that undoubtedly the primary purpose of many of these 

fices of the commission were constantly besieged with men was to collect their wages with the least possible 

requests for maps, everyone requiring something different, amount of work. We know that there are many sections in 

but in most cases we were able to photograph these maps the northern part of the state which are far from being 

to the various requirements and to satisfy the demand. regular in outline, yet from our bases, we would conclude 

I have gone to some detail in describing existing maps that these lines were all laid out accurately. The work of 

in order to lead up to what I think really amounts to the the State-Wide Highway Planning Survey is a more or 

map needs of the state. Personally, I am of the opinion less accurate check up of the roads as they exist, but it is 

that the real map needs of the state are not so much maps not able to locate these roads accurately on the ground, 

themselves as the necessary information which at present especially in the northern cut over lands and lake regions 

is not available, which would enable us to correct our pres- of the state. Many of the section corners have been lost 

ent bases. The State-Wide Highway Planning Survey has or are inaccessible, and there is no way, with the means at 

been trying to assemble and correlate such information the disposal of this survey, actually to determine the rela- 

and it has a great advantage over the forces of the com- tive positions of section corners and highways. Neither is 

mission because it has funds at its disposal such that it there enough time actually to meander all of the lakes 

can actually measure by speedometer and inspect in the and rivers. The result has been that the State-Wide High- 

field all of the rural highways of the state, but even such way Planning Survey will be forced to take the old bases 

information is hardly adequate to prepare an accurate set at present available and to add the information which it 

of map bases. It still must depend upon our old projec- obtains from automobile surveys. With this in mind, we 

tions. It must be realized that the original surveying of | must realize that the real purpose of this discussion should 

the state, by which the township boundaries were estab- be the taking of such steps as will influence the legislature 

to authorize the necessary funds for an accurate survey of 

————— the state by modern methods, probably by an aerial sur- 

Wh Not vey, an idea which has been advocated for years by our 

y - state geologist, Mr. Bean. There are hundreds of miles of 
Keep your lecture notes and reports traveled and local roads leading to lakes of which we have 

. no record, but which would be of interest to the tourist 

in neat and permanent form?...... visitor and which should be shown on our maps. An aerial 

e survey would give us the actual location and contour of all 

BINDING OF QUALITY lakes. It would be no small job as it would involve more 

than the mere aerial photographing of the area in ques- 

| ° tion. It would have to be tied in to the proper section 

| GRIMM BOOK BINDER Y corners, which would necessitate the location of visible 

| monuments that would show up in the photographs. A 

| 454 West GILMAN STREET complete, accurate aerial survey would expedite the com- 

| —— a Copletion of our topographical maps, for instruments are 

eee" 

e 
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now available which locate contours quite accurately from OO ————————1 

such photographs. After the correct information has been CAMBRIDGE VIBROGRAPH 

taken and the base maps prepared, it will be an easy mat- 

ter for any agency conversant with ordinary map tech- measures the J I T T E R $ 

nique to record it in the manner which would be of most | 

advantage to its special purpose. ee ia ee oe * 

Summing up, and in conclusion, I am of the opinion a swe \Nrann, 

that our most important map needs are as follows: b ; oS | 

First. Funds should be provided for a complete sur- _— , oe ~ ~~ 

vey of the state, probably by aerial methods, whereby an See ec perations: S 

accurate base map can be prepared showing the location of heavy and rapid trans- es . 

all natural features, highways, railroads, municipalities, ory, nore powerful ma- Moa a i J 

etc., all to be tied in to their proper monuments, and then See een fa a 

drawn to such a scale and in such a manner that dupli- industrial demands "i 
: make the study of | ue 

cates to various scales could be prepared for the use of vibration imperative & Re | 
we | . for safety and com- (a 

any agency requiring them. This survey should include fort. The Cambridze | 

sufficient additional photographs of municipalities to per- Haulgfvenorecand ~ Sw 4 | 

mit the preparation of accurate city and village plats. SE EOE ene “3 d noved meth of reer | 

Secondly. An agency should be created, probably con- mene Hoe nee nao Hag on ees | 

stituted of representatives of the State Highway Commis- lems and disputes. water, oil or dirt. 

sion, the Geological Survey, and the League of Munici- OTHER CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS 
to : . . Moisture Indicators and Recorders Physical Testing Instruments 

palities, and any other interested bodies, which would be Surface Pyrometers Laboratory Insts. for A.C. & D.C. 
: . . Galvanometers Engineering Instruments 

responsible for the continuous operation of checking up Gas Analysis Equipment Physiological Instruments 
. - : and other Mechanical and Electrical Instruments 

changes in the records and of keeping this base map abso- 

lutely up to date. This agency must be provided with the CAM BRIDGE | 

necessary funds and with some vested authority to cir- INSTRUMENT CO IN¢ | 
{ : . « ui 

cularize and compel governmental agencies to furnish 3732 Grand Central Terminal, New York City | 

these corrected records such that the accuracy of this base — = : a 

map can be maintained. 
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EDITORIALS 
eee oe 

DYKSTRA TAKES Clarence A. Dyk- Therefore all things whatso- ing building in the 10 minutes allowed 
THE PILOT'S SEAT Stta assumed his ever ye would that men _ between classes. This tends to separate 

duties as presi- should do to you, do ye the engineering school into two groups— 
dent of the university early in May. His even so to them: for this is those who have a majority of their classes 
welcome has been a friendly one, but one the law and the prophets. out on University Avenue and those who 
in which enthusiasm has been kept firmly —Marrnew 7:12 have them on the hill. Faculty members, 
in control. First impressions have been who used to see each other daily, never 
all in his favor, but judgment, obviously, is being reserved. meet for months at a time. Students we knew in freshman 

A successful president of the University of Wisconsin math and chemistry classes barely nod when we pass them 
will possess three qualities: he must be a good adminis- on the street. This separation into two important groups 
trator, a real leader, and have sound judgment. As admin- is harmful to the college—it prevents the solid and united 
istrator, he must keep the university running smoothly student body there used to be years ago, and it cuts down 
and economically and must maintain order among both the efficiency of the teaching staff and consequently the 
faculty and students. As a leader, he must be liked by the development of the school. 
students, the faculty, and the people of the state. There Eventually, a building at a time, it is planned to move 
must be general confidence in his ideas and acts. Finally, the entire engineering college over to the vicinity of the 
as a leader, he must have the judgment necessary to lead athletic fields—near the mechanical engineering building. 
in the right direction; he must have an open mind, but not Now is the time to recommence the schedule of construc- 
a wild eye. tion of new engineering buildings which was halted by the 

In the present unsettled state of public opinion regarding depression. When the college is reunited in one compact 
social organizations, every person in a position of author- group, it will begin to advance at a rapid rate again. 
ity and public responsibility is in a Precarious situation; : : : 
it is impossible to satisfy all shades of opinion. Our new COOPERATION During the time that we are in school, . : i : many of us work together on experi- president goes into office with at least one, and perhaps ments in the laboratory or on class problems; but how 
two strikes called upon him before he starts. There are : : many of us get all we can out of these partnerships? Do 
many people on ihe SarAPNs who nope sincerely that. he we get together to keep from exerting a little effort or so will rise above the handicap and lift one over the fence lish th ith the L fsvia Koine.tun. that we can accomplish the greatest amount with the least 

expenditure of time and energy? Many of us know, to our 
REUNITE THE During the past few days, the news- sorrow, that the partner he draws is no co-worker but 
ENGINEERS papers have carried notices of the fa- rather a credit splitter. It’s all right in school to hang back 

vorable action of the board of regents and rely on your partner to put forth all the effort; but 
on the proposed third wing for the Memorial Union. It do we ever think of the opportunities for learning to effec- 
is expected that it will be started in the next year. We do tively cooperate with people which we are wasting in so 
not dispute for a moment that the Union’s third wing isa doing? 

vital necessity for this campus and it should be constructed When we graduate we will start out with one, two, or a 
as soon as possible to relieve overcrowded and unsafe group of people, and we will be paid to accomplish as 
conditions in the university theater and various offices; much as possible in the shortest time. To many people, it 
but there is a situation in the college of engineering which is axiomatic that if two persons do a job together it takes 
is even more urgent. just half the time for one to finish; but it is seldom that 

The electrical engineering laboratories are congested such an ideal can be lived up to without close cooperation 
and laboratory sections work under difficult conditions; and wide-awake participation between the partners. To 
the drawing department could use more space for class- keep from overlapping endeavor and holding each other 
rooms and offices; the chemical engineering building is up, there must be a strict scrutiny of each division of labor 
old and not adequate for the number of students enrolled and an adherence to whatever schedule is decided upon. 
—to mention a few of the overcrowded conditions which Last winter in an interview with a prospective young en- 
should be remedied. The mechanical engineering building  gineer, Dr. Benger, the assistant head of DuPont’s research 
is the only one which comes near to filling the require- lab in Wilmington, stated, “Our men are not employed un- 
ments of one of the departments. less they have good recommendations from their graduat- 

Even more important than these deficiencies, the college ing schools; but once they are in our organization, they do 
is divided—the mechanicals and miners way out on Uni- not stay unless they turn out a good day’s work every day 
versity Avenue are better than a half mile from the rest in the week. And the only men who are advanced are the 
of the school. It is practically impossible to walk from ones who can cooperate efficiently and harmoniously with 
the main engineering building to the mechanical engineer- the rest of the men in the department.” 
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| eo ot i rtrt—~—~— LA AS THE PYRAMIDS... i 4 sh | . =e pe 

ar. a. eo c1¢ BS THE 20TH CENTURY | 
Po i i . - | 

Ae . «+. » While the pyramids of Cheops were yet young, [ 
SF = > Lo dyers of Thebes were using indigo. For more than Loe | 
cyt ' ;[ EN. FI five thousand years, the rich blues of natural in- | _ | nN ae 3 a | A 7 eg digo were prized for their beauty and fastness. | 
ok Fain Then, in 1866, Adolph von Baeyer, a famous Ger- | 

sc See [8 man professor, became curious about this age-old | 
ps tee CY dyestuff. He determined to penetrate the secret of Lo 

1 6 eS a indigo’s atomic structure. a | 
ee PO Uy a f 5a ee) ao 7 4 CC To his amazement he found that indigo was com- be oo . 4. gO wa to 
ye » _™ posed of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon and nitrogen ie 

s. y 7 _. atoms surrounding two benzene residues—the FF 
yy. 6h CG 4 * identical substances present in coal-tar products! i 

ee N ay a) It remained only for chemical science to achieve | | 
NilhmhtCUQ ri complete synthesis of these elements and a manu- P| 
cS oN 74 factured indigo would result. fo 

«| 3 . i , ba J i . 4 Thus, out of this venturesome professor’s research be 
LY’ FY — grew a new and better way to produce indigo. LS kl St <. . : oe! ae ABS Be A % Moreover, chemists later discovered that by sub- ie 

oye! 7 |. stituting bromine atoms for hydrogen, various | 
— A j shades of blue were secured. Other variations : Na . _ : : : ie eo _ brought forth yellows, oranges, reds and violets. 

o) oo The World War dramatically shut off our accus- e 
el ee a tomed European source of these dyestuffs. But i 

Se _ oe o promptly, on behalf of American fabric producers, Bee: 
_ io a : The Dow Chemical Company undertook to per- | 
et : fect its own process for producing indigo and i 
mai : | oe . its derivatives. ; 
ie — : 5 S L es These manufacturers well know how speedily and 
ie . successfully Dow mastered the problem. Inciden- 

a . : tally, to Dow also went the distinction of being the x 
q . first producer of synthetic indigo in this country. . 
a Dow has maintained a distinct leadership in this _ 
oe field. Currently Dow produces twenty-six different 
eae indigoid products. Each is notable for its purity, 
ae € fastness and uniformity of color. Each is a tang- 

5 y = ible tribute to Dow research, resourcefulness and 
*. Nw ability to produce well. | . y Pp: 
2 ig —. — . THE DOW CHEMICAL CO., MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 
— ~— Branch Sales Offices: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City 
8 ey. Second and Madison Sts., St. Louis + 135S.La Salle St., Chicago i 
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G-E Campus News 
La gastight and filled with hydrogen to see if the ma- 

LC chine ran cooler, and more efficiently. The 

he Sa results of those experiments promoted the use of 

ie <= a y j hydrogen in synchronous condensers and established 
fe eo | the present trend toward the use of hydrogen in 
Vi a oy 7) iy NG ‘| turbine-generators. 

le i 3 @ Windage loss in a rotating machine is reduced about 

7. J 7 90 per cent and noise is greatly decreased because of 
— the low density of hydrogen. Heat is carried away 

FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT much more rapidly through the higher thermal 
. . conductivity of hydrogen. Resistance to damage 

February 26 was a big day in the lives of thirty- que to corona within the machine is increased. 

three G-E employees. These thirty-three were ‘These characteristics increase the electrical output 
selected from the 60.000 persons in the Company’s  foy g given core size and reduce inspection and 
employ to receive the Charles A. Coffin Awards.  y,aintenance expense. 

There were fifteen factory. ‘met; twelve engineers, The construction of several hydrogen-cooled tur- 
two commercial men, and four administrative and bine-generating units is now going on in the Schenec: 

clerical employees. Twelve of the group are college tady turbine shop—perhaps all because of that note 

graduates: . . written by Dr. Whitney so many years ago. 
Roy T. Adolphson, University of Washington, 

"345 Eugene Ww. Boehne, ‘Texas A& M, 26, and eee i Jegms! 

M. 1. T., 228; Claude P. Hamilton, University of a I 
> . " a ss Wea 

Nevada, ’I4: George H. Jump, Syracuse U., 710: Or, ASE | cima 

Jack R. Meador, Texas A & M, ’27 and 728: LEN awa 

Harry E. Scarbrough, Georgia Tech., 719; Ed- BEDS | Pe @ 

ward J. Schaefer, Johns Hopkins, ’23; Alfred A. . iy fs bo ke it 

Thompson, University of California, 705; Carl N\, f <a; dee ® 

Thumin, College of City of New York, 717, and . [As aah ype 9 | Lp, 

M. 1. T., 720; Harold KE. Trekell, Kansas State. ee ee 
31; Elmer J. Wade, University of Maine, 719: i a a bi 

and Leo F, Worden, West Virginia University, ’25. , . . 

Kach year General Electric makes these awards to CALLING ALL FIREBOATS 

employees who have done outstanding work, as Fireboats are often away from their docks for 

provided in the Charles A. Coffin Foundation several days at a time—not on a fishing trip, but 
established in 1922. Charles A. Coffin was organizer fighting severe marine fires. The communication 
and first president of General Electric. problem has been solved, however, for the fire- 

fighting sailors on the nine New York fireboats. 

General Electric engineers have installed a two-way 
3 radio system which will be in operation when the 

wen 4 boats are out of telephonic contact with shore. 
¥ This system will be an invaluable aid in expediting 

4\ 4 the handling of injured persons or those suffering 

tar mey from exposure. 

In size, this system will be second only to the 

| ¢ police-car system used in Boston. Two-way con- 
" Y versation will be possible, with no switching opera- 

lions necessary to change from talking to listening. 

The equipment will include a remote-control, 500- 

cap a ne 5 watt, medium-frequency central transmitter for 
‘EXPERIMENTALLY —NOT ON PAPER direct radio communication to all fireboats. The 

Sixteen years or so ago, Dr. Willis R. Whitney, return part of the conversation from the boats will 
now Vice President in charge of General Electric be transmitted by ultra-high-frequency radio to 
research, sent a note to a research worker, suggesting pickup receivers located at strategic points on the 
experiments with a motor-generator set sealed shore. 
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